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Abstract 

Embodied gaming has grown hugely in popularity over the last number of years with the 

Microsoft X-Box Kinect recently becoming the fastest selling electronics product of all time 

(Geere, 2011). While the popularity of these games and consoles have grown at such a rapid 

rate, the design of these games still remains largely unprincipled. A lot of previous literature 

in psychology has shown that body movement can be a powerful modality that can influence 

individuals’ affective state and cognitive processing. With this in mind, the aim of the present 

study is to gain a greater understanding of the effects that different gesture types may have on 

the gaming experience. For this study 28 participants were recruited, 16 male and 12 female, 

with an age range of 22 – 53 and a mean age of 30 and standard deviation of 7.7. During this 

study 5 of the participants wore a motion capture suit, to examine if participants tended to 

make the correct gesture when instructed to do so.  In Part 1 of this study participants were 

asked to make a variety of gestures as they interacted with an onscreen avatar, with variations 

in the types of gestures in terms of openness, jerkiness, and size – after making each gesture 

participants completed a SAM questionnaire (Lang, 1985) rating their emotional state. In Part 

2 of this study participants were asked to play Space Pop, part of the Kinect Adventures 

games suite. Participants played this game twice, in one condition making large gestures to 

control the avatar and in the other condition making small gestures to control the avatar. After 

each condition the participants affective state was again assessed using a SAM questionnaire. 

In Part 1 of the study it was found that jerkier movements tend to cultivate stronger scores of 

emotional arousal, the data also suggests that when making a flowing gesture the size larger 

flowing gestures tend to lead to greater reported levels of emotional valence, arousal and 

dominance compared to smaller flowing. The results from Part 2 of the study support 

findings from Part 1, suggesting that making larger gestures when playing these games helps 
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to cultivate higher scores of valence, arousal and dominance. An interesting trend emerges 

from the data that suggests the presence of an emotion – movement hierarchy, suggesting that 

the jerkiness of a gesture may tend to override the effect that the size of a gesture may have 

on an individuals’ affective state. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction . 

The area of Embodied gaming has grown massively over the last number of years with the 

introduction of new consoles such as the Microsoft X Box Kinect and the PlayStation Move. 

The X Box Kinect recently became the fastest selling electronic product of all time (Geere, 

2011).  The physical benefits of embodied gaming have been highlighted in many academic 

papers and the general media (e.g. Mark et al., 2008). While there are obvious physical 

benefits, the use of the whole body interacting with technology opens up a greater set of 

possibilities when interacting with technology. Previously interaction with computers was 

mostly done through the use of keyboards, mouse, joysticks and control pads; these modes of 

interaction limit the spectrum and nuances of communications when communicating with the 

computer as they rely predominantly on users’ cognitive skills. These limitations inspired 

Igoe and O’Sullivan (2004) to hypothesize about how the computer may see users (figure 1) 

 

 

Figure 1: How the computer sees the user (Igoe & O'Sullivan, 2004) 
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In response to this cognitive orientation of design some design researchers have advocated 

embodiment, which may help to capitalise on a greater range of human skills (Dourish, 

2004). By allowing for the use of the human body in interacting with technology we are 

creating more communication channels between user and computer, this allows for greater 

nuance in communication and encourages a broader experience for the user as they interact 

with the technology. Some authors suggest that these advances in technology constitute a 

shift away from the modernist tradition with its technology push and passion for the logical, 

to an era that consider the whole human – mind body and heart, and exploits all his skills 

(Hummels et al. 2006).  They also suggest that this shift changes the focus from the product 

itself to the interactions it affords (Hummels et al. 2006). An example of this is the X Box 

Kinect that allows for full body interaction. The benefits of gestural based interfaces have 

been highlighted by Saffer (2008) as being that they allow for more natural interactions, they 

require less hardware, they allow more flexibility, allow for more nuance and are more fun. 

In short these benefits allow for more consideration of the human in the human computer 

interaction. 

While the popularity of game consoles that allow embodied gestural interactions continues to 

grow, the design of these systems still remain largely unprincipled. Recent studies have 

attempted to offer guidelines to game designers as to how to design for these types of games. 

Bianchi-Berthouze (in press) presents a number of studies that suggest that different classes 

of body movement may result in different types of gaming experiences for the player, and a 

controller that’s afford these various types of body movement may help to cultivate a more 

complete gaming experience. This paper concludes by suggesting that game designers should 

be aware of the selection of body movement to control the game and the degree of freedom 

offered by the controller will have an effect on how the player will engage with the game. 
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Previous research suggests that body movement is a powerful modality that can influence an 

individual’s affective state as well as their cognitive processing and for this reason it is 

important to get a better understanding of the gestures that we use as we interact with these 

devices. Isbister (2011) suggests that now we are now at a critical time in terms of embodied 

interaction, as before interactions become standardized researchers have the opportunity to 

inform the design of the gestures so as to account for the multifaceted nature of the user 

experience as they interact with these systems. Isbister likens the design of these gestures to 

that of the DVORAK keyboard, suggesting that now we have our own chance to make a 

better system for whole body interaction as much as the DVORAK keyboard was a better 

system for typing, however it occurred to late(after QWERTY became standard) and 

therefore was not adopted by the masses.  

In terms of gaming, previous technologies did not facilitate the use of the body in interacting 

with the gaming environment and relied on the effect that the gaming environment may have 

on an individuals’ cognitive processing in order to influence the players gaming experience. 

With the advent of embodied gaming, game designers have now been presented with another 

medium by which they may influence a gamers’ gaming experience. In light of numerous 

publications in area of embodied cognition that suggest that body movement is a powerful 

modality that can influence an individuals’ affective state and cognitive processing, the aim 

of the present thesis is to gain a greater understanding of how we may design gestures that 

account for a broader range of the gamers’ experience as they play these games. Bernhaupt et 

al. (2007) suggest that emotions are one of the major factors in the user experience of 

gaming, and that people play games to cultivate emotional experiences. For this reason this 

thesis will focus on the effects that various qualities of gestures may have on the individuals’ 

emotional state as they play embodied games. Previous literature in this area found that 
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embodied gaming offers a greater emotional experience than standard based controllers. This 

thesis aims to contribute to this area by identifying the effect that different qualities of 

gestures may have on the emotional experience as players play these games. 

Chapter 2 will give a background to the area of embodied cognition, as this will provide 

grounding for subsequent theories and studies in the area of embodied interaction, embodied 

gaming. Chapter 3 will provide justification and reasoning for the approach of the present 

study in terms of designing gestures, eliciting movement, measuring emotion and recording 

movement. Chapter 4 will outline the method and procedure for the experiments. Chapter 5 

will present the results of the motion capture data analysis and chapter 6 will present the 

results of the participants’ emotional responses to the gestures. The results will be discussed 

in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 will present the conclusions of this study. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 

The first section of this literature review will explore the area of embodied cognition and 

introduce studies demonstrating links between motor actions and emotional experiences. The 

following section will introduce studies that explore how body movement may influence the 

gaming experience.  

 

2.1: Embodied Cognition and the Affective Loop: 
Embodied cognitions suggest that the nature of the human mind can be determined by the 

nature of the body (Niendethal, 2007). Darwin (1872) was one of the earliest writers to 

suggest that bodily feedback may influence a persons’ emotional state. 

“The free expression of the outward sign of emotions intensifies it. On the other hand 

the repression, as far as is possible of all outward signs softens our emotions. He who 

gives way to violent gestures will increase rage; he who does not control the signs of 

fear will experience fear in a greater degree; and he who remains passive when 

overwhelmed with grief loses his best chance of recovering elasticity of mind” 

(Darwin, 1872) 

Findings from experiments conducted by Strack et al. (1988) support Darwin’s observations. 

They found that bodily feedback may influence an individuals’ affective response to a 

stimulus. They asked participants to watch a funny cartoon holding a pen in their mouth 

either lengthwise (encouraging the activation of the frowning muscles) or width wise 

(encouraging activation of the smiling muscles). They found that subjects in the condition 

that encouraged the activation of the smiling muscles reported a more intense humour 

response, rating the cartoon funnier on a scaled response, than those who were encouraged to 
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make a frowning facial expression. They suggest that the findings from this study show 

interplay between an emotional stimulus and an innate motor programme and that this may 

play a part in shaping the emotional experience. 

Similarly, Riskind & Gotay (1982) found evidence that suggests that proprioceptive feedback 

from body posture may influence persons’ cognitive processing and emotional state. In this 

study they found that by placing participants in a slumped (submissive) posture for a period 

of time they reported greater levels of helplessness and performed poorer on a subsequent 

problem solving task than participants who had been placed in an upright (confident) posture. 

 Wells & Petty (1980) report findings which suggest that proprioceptive feedback may 

influence a persons’ attitude. They found that encouraging participants to nod their head (an 

embodied yes gesture) as they listened a message that aimed to convince them, they were 

more likely to agree with the message in the end than those who were encouraged to shake 

their head from side to side (An embodied no gesture). Similarly, Cacioppo et al. (1993) 

found that proprioceptive feedback may influence an individuals’ attitude to neutral stimuli. 

They found that neutral stimuli (Chinese ideographs) were rated more favourably in terms of 

how much the person like the stimulus when participants rated them during arm flexion than 

those that they rated during arm extension. This suggests that the attitudinal effects of arm 

flexion-extension operate a bias on evaluative processing. 

Casasanto and Dijikstra (2010) conducted a study which shows an explicit correlational 

relationship between motion and emotion. In this study it was found that participants 

retrieved positive memories faster when they moved marbles in their hand upwards, and 

retrieved negative memories faster when moving the marbles downwards in their hands, that 

is the participants appeared to retrieve memories faster when they were congruent with the 

valence of the memory. 
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The previous studies offer evidence of a relationship between motor actions and emotional, 

cognitive, behavioural and attitudinal responses. A possible explanation for this relationship 

is offered by Carney et al. (2010). In this study they found differences in the chemical 

balance of the brain between participants who were placed in high powered non-verbal poses 

and low powered non-verbal poses. These postures also served to influence a behavioural 

change in the participants with those who adopted the high powered pose reported increased 

feelings of power and tolerance for low risk and the opposite being found for participants that 

were placed in the low power pose. Findings by Ekman et al. (1983) suggest that these 

changes in the chemical structure of the brain may influence change in a persons’ 

physiological state in terms of blood flow and heartbeat. When participants were asked to 

relive an emotional experience or arrange their facial expressions into various emotional 

expressions it produced an effects on their physiological state that would normally 

accompany such emotions. 

 

Sundstrom et al. (2005) apply these theories of bodily feedback and embodied cognition to 

the design of interactive systems in their theory of the Affective Loop. The Affective Loop 

(Sundstrom et al. 2005) involves users consciously expressing an emotion to a system that 

they may not feel at a certain point in time; by being encouraged to express this emotion to 

the system they will get more and more involved with the experience and as such with their 

emotional processes. If the system responds appropriately the user may become even more 

involved with the expression and in turn, step by step in the interaction cycle, the user is 

pulled into an Affective Loop. They tested this by developing a text messaging system that 

encouraged the use of affective gestures in order to express a desired affective state. They 

found that when participants used the system that encouraged the use of affective gestures 

they got physically and emotionally involved with the interaction. 
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While there is a lot of previous literature to suggest links between certain qualities of 

movement and various facets of a persons’ emotional state it is outside the scope of the 

present study to outline all literature regarding various gestures and their relationships with 

different facets of an individual’s emotional state here. The purpose of this section was to 

introduce and show that a relationship between body movement and emotion does exist. 

Chapter 3 will outline the various movements relevant to this study and the relationship 

between these movements and various facets of a persons’ emotional state. 

 

2.2: Body Movement and the Gaming Experience: 
The previous section demonstrates that a relationship exists between body movement and 

emotion. This section will examine the relationship between body movement and the gaming 

experience. Game designers have been aware for some time that, engaging the whole body in 

thoughtfully crafting game mechanics can lead to powerful social connections and positive 

emotional experiences (Isbister & Di Mauro, 2009).   

Lindley et al. (2008) present findings that suggest that there may be a relationship between 

naturalness and freedom of movement and the emotional experience of a game. In this study 

participants were asked to play Donkey Konga on the Nintendo Game Cube using either 

Donkey Konga Bongos (which encourage natural and flexible movement) or a standard 

controller (which does not encourage natural body movement). This study found that an input 

device that encouraged more natural body movements facilitated an increase in emotional 

expression in terms of utterances and empathic gestures, than when the same game was 

played using a standard controller. It is suggested that the flexibility allowed by the Bongos 

and the types of movement that they encouraged may have promoted greater enjoyment. 
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Berthouze et al. (2007) found that embodied gaming causes players to get engaged in a 

different way to those who play using a standard controller. In this study participants were 

asked to play Guitar hero for the Nintendo Wii using either a standard controller or a 

controller shaped like a guitar that encouraged body movement. It was found that participants 

that played the game using the guitar shaped controller, that encouraged body movements in 

order to get “superstar power”, had a broader emotional experience than those who played the 

same game with a standard controller. The results of this study suggest that when engagement 

is akin to ‘hard fun’ (emotions from meaningful challenges, strategies and puzzles) (Lazarro, 

2005), interactions with the game can result in players limiting their movements. However 

when the game encourages body movement it can aid a shift in the players experience from 

‘hard fun’ to ‘easy fun’ (grab attention with ambiguity, incompleteness and detail) (Lazarro, 

2005).  Body movement helped the gamer to become immersed in the fantasy world of the 

game and have a broader emotional experience. This study concludes by suggesting that 

encouraging body movement in a gaming context may lead to a broader affective experience.  

Pasch et al. (2009) build further on the findings by Berthouze et al. (2007), by suggesting that 

players may manipulate their body movement patterns in order to facilitate a change in their 

gaming and emotional experience. Findings from this study suggest that when players are 

motivated to achieve a high score they may alter their body movement pattern to having a 

low bodily involvement and making only necessary movements. When a players’ motivation 

is to relax they adopt a simulation strategy in which they make realistic body movements. 

This study and the others outlined so far in this section have demonstrated a link between 

body movement and gaming experience. Isbister et al (2011) develop on this further by 

looking at how body movements may affect the emotional component of the gaming 

experience. They conducted a study that found that games that encourage body movement 
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result in higher levels of emotional arousal than those that use a standard controller. This 

study offers us an understanding of the facets of emotion that body movement may have an 

influence on.  

Findings from Melzer et al. (2010) offer a further understanding of the effects of movement 

in gaming on a gamers’ emotional state. Findings from this study suggest that certain 

movement types may influence the direction of the emotional state. In this study they 

compared the use embodied gestures and standard interaction for a violent game (Manhunt 2) 

using the Wii remote, and the effects that using these controllers had on subsequent levels of 

aggression. The gesture that was used in the embodied condition encouraged a hitting, 

aggressive gesture that consisted of two rapid successive striking movements (striking with a 

sword), whereas those in the standard interaction condition used a mouse and keyboard to 

perform the action. This study found that playing the violent video game using the Wii 

remote led to an increase in negative affect, in terms of the participants’ reactions to 

ambiguous conflict scenarios, than when participants played the same game using a standard 

controller. This finding suggests that performing a particular action may influence an 

individual’s emotional valence.  

The present study aims to build on the findings of the studies presented in this section, by 

gaining a greater understanding of how different qualities of a gesture may influence a 

players’ emotional state when gaming.  

  

2.3: Literature Review Summary: 
The advent of devices such as the X-Box Kinect has opened up a wide range of new 

possibilities for ways that users may interact with computers, by allowing users’ to bring 

more of themselves into their interactions with computers. Previous literature in psychology 
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suggests that body movement is a powerful modality that can influence an individual’s 

affective state and cognitive processing. Isbister (2011) suggest that as these technologies are 

relatively new and the interactions with them have not yet become standardized we have a 

great opportunity to design interactions that can help to cultivate a fuller user experience. 

Previous literature, outlined in this chapter, suggests that body movement may influence an 

individuals’ gaming experience, and people may alter their body movement patterns in order 

to cultivate different gaming and emotional experiences. The Affective Loop (Sundstrom et 

al. 2005) suggests that interactions with technology may be designed to influence the users’ 

emotional state. With these findings in mind the present study aim to interpret the effects that 

different gesture types may have on a player’s emotional experience as they are involved in 

embodied gaming. 

Chapter 3 will outline the research question approach and hypotheses for the present study. 

The particular gestures of interest will be highlighted; this will help to give scope to the 

present investigation. 
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Chapter 3: Research Question, Approach of Present Study, and 
Hypotheses. 
 

3.1: Research Question: 
Question: How do various gesture types affect a users’ emotional state during embodied 

gaming? 

This study will examine the impact that various types of gestures have on a users’ emotional 

state when they are involved in an embodied gaming scenario.  

This chapter will outline the types of gestures that the current study wishes to address; this 

will be followed by the hypotheses stating the effects of these movements on emotional 

states. The rest of the chapter will deal with the approach that this chapter takes to 

investigating these hypotheses. 

 

3.2: Designing Gestures: 
The literature review highlighted studies that suggest a link between body movement and 

affective state. Due to time constraints it is outside of the scope of the present study to 

investigate all of the possible relationships between body movement and emotion. This 

section will outline the body movement that will be investigated in the present study, helping 

to scope and focus the investigation. 

For the Part 1 of this study it was necessary to design gestures in order to examine the effects 

that they may have on an individuals’ affective state. A selection of gestures were chosen 

based on Lee et al. (2007) outline of the formal components of movement.  
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Lee et al. (2007) identify seven formal components of movement: 

1. Rhythm: Interval between a motion and the next motion 

2. Beat: Rhythmical flow or rhythmic pace 

3. Sequence: relating to both rhythm and beat, explaining time based events. 

4. Direction: generated when an object has sequential movement in space. 

5. Path: The shape of the movement 

6. Volume: The size of the movement 

7. Speed: The speed of the movement 

Due to time constraints the present study will not focus on all of these aspects of movement. 

This study chose to focus on three qualities of gestures and the relationships between these 

gestures and various facets of a person’s emotional state. Taking direction from Lee et al. 

(2007), the elements of gesture movements that were examined in part one of the study were: 

Direction in terms of (Open-Closed body posture), Sequence in terms of (Jerky – Flowing 

movement), and Volume in terms of (Large-Small movements)   

Openness: Open body posture (open) versus a closed body posture (closed).  

Jerkiness: The speed of transition between gestures quick (jerky) versus slow (flowing). 

Size: Large version of the gestures (large) versus a small version of the gesture (small). 

The following section will look at previous literature that has identified relationships between 

these qualities of movements and affective states. 
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3.2.1Gesture openness: 

Previous literature has suggested a link may exist between openness and emotional valence 

and emotional dominance. Kipp & Claude Martin (2009) suggest that having arms away from 

the body (in an open gesture) is associated with positive valence emotional state. Walbott 

(1998) agrees with this stating that movements associated with elated joy, positive valence 

emotion, according to the emotion circumplex (Russell, 1980), tend to have elevated 

shoulders, backward head posture and expansive movements – these elements suggest an 

open body movement. Similarly, Montepare et al. (1999) described movements associated 

with joy as being expanded, again suggesting an open body posture. This is supported by 

Anderson et al. (2002) who carried out a Wizard of Oz study and asked people to express 

various emotional states using a doll and they found that positive valence emotional states, 

according to the emotion circumplex (Russell, 1980), were linked with people making the 

doll make open movements. Similarly all of these studies suggest that closed movement are 

associated with negative valence.  

The openness of a movement is also thought to influence the levels of emotional dominance 

that an individual may feel. Previous research also suggests that open gestures may be linked 

to feelings of dominance, Carney et al. (2010) found that by playing people in power poses 

(defined as an open expansive posture) they reported greater feelings of power than those that 

were placed in powerlessness poses (defined as closed, contracted postures).  Carney et al. 

(2005) also present findings that suggest that people associate open expressive body 

movements with dominance. 
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3.2.2 Gesture jerkiness: 

 Previous research suggests a link between jerkiness and emotional valence and arousal. In 

terms of valence, Anderson et al. (2002) found that when they asked participants to get a doll 

to express various emotional states through gestures and body movement happiness (positive 

valence on Russell’s emotion circumplex) was found to be associated with a flowing 

continuous movement, and anger (negative valence on Russell’s emotion circumplex) was 

associated with a shaking/jerky boxing movement. Lee et al. (2007) and Boone & 

Cunningham (2001) agree with these findings suggesting that negative valence is associated 

with a jerky movement and positive valence with a smooth movement. Gross et al.(2011) 

however suggest the opposite, stating that elated joy (positive valence on Russell’s emotion 

circumplex) was associated with a jerky movement, and feelings of sadness were partly 

characterised as having smooth loose movements.  While the research on previous literature 

on this area fails to conclude a particular direction of influence that jerkiness may have on 

valence, it does suggest that there is a relationship between levels of jerkiness and emotional 

valence. 

The relationship between jerkiness and emotional arousal is clearer. Previous studies have 

found a link between emotional arousal and jerkiness/acceleration of movement. Anderson et 

al. (2002) found that when people expressed emotional states through body movements, they 

found that angry movement (high arousal on emotion Russell’s circumplex), was presented as 

a shaky/jerky gesture. Pollick et al. (2001) suggest that jerkier movements are associated with 

emotional arousal. Gross et al. (2011) high movement dynamics associated with jerky 

gestures is associated with high emotional arousal. 
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3.2.3 Gesture size: 

Previous research suggests a link between gesture size and emotional arousal. According to 

Lee et al. (2007) emotion movement relation framework suggests that the volume of 

movement is related to levels of emotional arousal, with larger movements cultivating greater 

levels of emotional arousal. Also Fagerberg et al. (2003), who based their work on movement 

analysis conducted by Laban & Lawrence (1974), suggests that emotions that are associated 

with high arousal states according to the emotion circumplex (Russell, 1980) such as 

excitement, are associated with an extremely spreading movement. The size of the gesture 

influencing the emotional arousal of the individual also seems to be present in the Pasch et al. 

(2009) study, it was found that participants playing a Wii game making small gestures almost 

look bored (Pasch et al. 2009), on Russell’s emotion circumplex model boredom is associated 

with low arousal. 

In light of the research presented in the literature review and research presented regarding the 

specific movement types being investigated in this thesis, the following hypothesis will be 

tested in this study: 

 

3. 3: Hypotheses: 
 

 Hypothesis 1: Variation in the openness of a gesture will affect reported levels of 

emotional valence. 

Previous research has found that more open gestures and posture are associated with more 

positive valence emotions. This study will examine if making open gestures when involved in 

embodied interaction will cause participants to report a higher level of emotional valence 

than when making a corresponding closed gestures. 
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Hypothesis 2: Variations in the openness of a gesture will affect reported levels of 

emotional dominance. 

Previous research suggests that open gestures and postures are associated with greater 

feelings of dominance than closed gestures and postures. This study will examine whether 

making open gestures when involved in embodied gaming will cause participants to report 

higher level of emotional dominance than when making a corresponding closed gesture 

 

Hypothesis 3: Variations in the jerkiness of a gesture will affect reported levels of 

emotional valence. 

Previous research on the link between gesture jerkiness and emotional valence is 

inconclusive. The present study will examine whether there is a difference in reported levels 

of emotional valence when participants make corresponding jerky gestures and flowing 

gestures. 

 

Hypothesis 4: Variations in the jerkiness of a gesture will affect reported levels of 

emotional arousal. 

Research suggests that jerky gestures are linked with higher levels of emotional arousal than 

flowing gestures. This study will examine whether making jerky gestures when involved in 

embodied gaming will cause participants to report higher level of emotional dominance than 

when making a corresponding flowing gesture 
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Hypothesis 5: Variations in the size of a gesture will affect reported levels of emotional 

arousal. 

From the literature it can be seen that previous research suggests larger gestures may result in 

higher levels of emotional arousal than smaller gestures. This study will examine whether 

making larger gestures when involved in embodied interaction will cause participants to 

report higher levels of emotional arousal than when making a corresponding small gesture. 

 

Part 1 of this study will explore the effects that these gestures may have on an individuals’ 

emotional experience as they make an onscreen avatar make various prescribed gestures, this 

was done for two reasons. Firstly this was done to control for the many confounding variables 

that may be present in an off the shelf gaming environment, and secondly to allow for a 

number of different qualities of movement to be tested However, from pilot studies it was 

found that many of the participants found the first part of this study boring and it was thought 

that this may influence their emotional responses to various gestures. For this reason Part 2 of 

this study was devised. 

Part 2 of this study was devised to test a selection of gestures in a gaming environment.  

 

3.4: Measuring Emotion: 
The present study was interested in identifying a shift in emotional state as participants made 

various gestures, therefore it be possible to quantify the participants emotional state at a given 

moment. One possible way of doing this was through the use of biosensors and examining the 

size of their physiological response to the gestures. However due to the nature of the present 

study, participants cannot wear biosensors as they would be liable to disturbance from 
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participants movements during the study, this may lead to difficulty interpreting the signals 

(Bentley et al. 2005). For the present study the PAD scale (Pleasure, Arousal, Dominance) 

(Mehrabian, 1996) was chosen as it would allow participants to respond on an ordinal scale to 

the various gesture types. Mehrabian (1996) highlights that the PAD scale provides a 

comprehensive description of emotional states and that it represents the core human 

emotional reaction system. This scale would allow the experimenter to identify whether 

certain gestures facilitated a shift in their emotional state. It is stated that any emotion can be 

described as combinations and degrees of these three dimensions (Mehrabian, 1996). The 

PAD scale was originally developed as a verbal scale, however researchers determined the 

verbal nature of the scale had too many limitations, for this reason the SAM (Self-

Assessment Manikin) (Lang, 1985) scale was developed to depict each of the PAD 

dimensions in an easy to understand pictorial form. The SAM scale was appropriate for the 

present study as it would allow participants to make pre-verbal, intuitive judgements about 

their affective state. Previous research by Le Doux (1996) suggests that a pre-verbal scale 

may be optimal as emotional states may reside in an area of the brain that is not readily 

accessible to language. 

 

3.5: Recording Body Movements:  
Previous research into are of body movement and gaming has not looked at how encouraging 

different gesture types in an embodied game setting may elicit various emotional responses. 

The present study is examining how different gesture types may influence an individuals’ 

emotional state, to do this it must be possible to examine whether participants made the 

desired gestures when instructed to do so. For this reason it was important to be able to 

quantify accurately the various gesture types, to ensure that participants made them.  A 
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motion capture suit was used as this would allow for the close examination of various 

movement types and how they may correspond with various affective states. 

 

3.6: Chapter Summary: 
This section has outlined the research question to be investigated and outlined the scope of 

the present study. The hypotheses have been stated and the techniques that will be used to test 

these hypotheses have been outlined.  
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 Chapter 4: Method: 
 

This section will outline how the experiment was conducted. In this section the choice of 

games and consoles will be stated and justified. The experimental design will be presented, as 

well as the participant information and techniques used to analyse the data. 

 

4.1: Choice of Console:  
The Microsoft Kinect (http://www.xbox.com/en-US/kinect) was selected for use in this study 

as it facilitates a genuine full bodied interaction, removing the need to use a baton style to 

interact with the console. By tracking the movement of the body as opposed to tracking the 

movement of a baton it is possible to encourage greater body movement, and this movement 

will be better represented on screen. The X-Box Kinect is a relatively new piece of hardware 

to have been made available to the commercial market and has been hugely popular, 

becoming the fastest selling electronic consumer product ever (Geere, 2011). Previous studies 

on embodied gaming have focussed on the use of systems which used batons as a form of 

input (e.g. Berthouze et al. 2007). The use of the Kinect in the present study will make for 

robust results, as it encourages fuller movements due to it tracking the whole body. The 

Kinect was connected to a 42” TV screen, and in some situations due to limited room 

availability it was connected to a projector screen. 

 

4.2: Choice of Games: 
The present study aimed to examine a players’ emotional response to various gestures during 

an embodied gaming session. 
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 Part 1: This part of the study sought to encourage participants to make various gesture types 

and examine the effect that these will have on the participants’ affective state. As the focus of 

this study was on the emotional response to making various types of gestures it was important 

to pick a gaming environment that would allow participants’ various types of gestures in a 

controlled environment where the content of the game would not play a factor in influencing 

a participant’s affective state. The welcome screen of the Kinect Sports was chosen as this 

allowed as it allows participants to interact with an avatar that copies their movements, in an 

environment that would where gaming content would not influence emotional responses. As 

all participants had not previously played the X Box Kinect the novelty factor would help 

them to become engaged in such an activity. The Kinect Sports game was chosen, as on the 

welcoming screen of this particular game one can interact with an avatar that copies the 

movement of the participant. (Figure 2) 

 

Figure 2: Kinect Sports welcome screen 

Part 2: From pilot studies it was found that many participants were finding Part 1 of the 

study boring, this may have an influence on their emotional responses.  In order to apply the 

testing of some of these qualities of movement to a more ecologically valid environment 

participants were also asked to play Space Pop (figure 3), part of the Kinect Adventures game 
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suite. This game requires participants to control and avatar flying around an enclosed area 

popping bubbles. This particular game and level were chosen as for each condition the same 

number of bubbles will appear, at the same time and in the same location and it was possible 

to play this game by making various gesture sizes without affecting the playability. This 

game was also chosen as it allowed for two participants to play at the same time, Ravaja et al. 

(2006), suggest that playing in pairs allows for a richer emotional experience. 

 

Figure 3: Space Pop - Kinect Adventures 

 

4.3: Experiment Design – Part 1: 
A within subjects design was used for this part of the experiment that had three independent 

variables and three dependent variables: 

Independent variables –  

• Openness of Gesture 

o Open Gesture 
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o Closed Gesture 

• Jerkiness of Gesture 

o Jerky Gesture 

o Flowing Gesture 

• Size of Gesture 

o Large Gesture 

o Small Gesture 

Dependent Variables –  

• Self-report current emotional state in terms of: 

o Valence 

o Arousal 

o Dominance 

 

Participants were asked to follow instructions (Appendix 1) and make various combinations 

of the following eight gesture types: 

1. Closed Flowing – Large 

2. Closed Flowing - Small 

3. Closed Jerky – Large 

4. Closed Jerky – Small 

5. Open Flowing – Large 

6. Open Flowing – Small 
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7. Open Jerky – Large 

8. Open Jerky – Small 

 

The various components of these gestures were explained to the participants on the 

instruction sheet (Appendix 1). If the participant failed to understand the instructions a 

demonstration of these gestures was given by the experimenter. The order in which 

participants made these gestures was randomised with participants making the same gesture 

consecutively in a large and small version e.g. participants made an open flowing large 

gesture and an open flowing small gesture after each other, however the order of the size of 

the gesture was also randomised. After making each of these gestures participants were asked 

to rate their current emotional state in terms of valence, arousal, and dominance, on a scale of 

1-9 on the SAM scale (Appendix 2).  

 

4.4: Experiment Design - Part 2: 
A within subjects design was used for this part of the study. Participants were asked to play 

the game Kinect Adventures Space Pop on the level Bubble Blast. From analysing this game 

it was found that one could play the game using small or large gestures without affecting the 

playability of the game. As participants played this game they were asked to play it in two 

conditions (Large and Small). The order in which participants played in these conditions was 

counter balanced between participants. Instructions to participants can be seen in Appendices. 

(Appendix 1). 
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After playing the game in each of these conditions participants were asked to rate their 

current emotional state on a scale of 1-9 in terms of valence, arousal and dominance using the 

SAM questionnaire. 

This part of the study had two independent variables and three dependent variables: 

Independent Variables – 

• Large Gesture condition 

• Small Gesture condition 

Dependent Variables – 

• Self-report current emotional state in terms of: 

o Valence 

o Arousal 

o Dominance 

 

4.5: Participants: 
A total of 28 participants were recruited for this study 16 males and 12 females. The age 

range of the participants was from 22-53 with a mean age of 30 and a standard deviation of 

7.7. All participants that partook in the study were entered into a draw for a pair of £60 

Amazon Vouchers. Participants completed the studies in pairs of friends, it was felt that being 

tested in lab environment such as this may cause participants to become tense. By having 

participants play in pairs it was possible they could be more relaxed in the lab environment 

and playing with a friend would allow for a greater range in their emotional experience, 

previous research by Ravaja et al (2006) suggests that players of embodied games may have a 

greater emotional experience when playing with a friend. It was also felt that having 
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participants partake in pairs would allow for more ecologically valid results as previous 

research by Simon (2009) suggest that embodied gaming is marketed at being a social 

experience that is shared with others. Due to time constraints on the availability of the Motion 

Capture suit only 6 of the participants wore the suit.  

 

4.6: Materials: 
A motion capture suit (IGS 190-M from Animazoo LTD) was worn by six of the participants. 

The motion capture suit was used in conjunction with a Laptop to record data from the suit. A 

calibration cube, compass and digital camera were used to calibrate the participant’s 

dimensions with the motion capture software. 

During this experiment a video recorder was used to capture the participants’ movement and 

reactions as they interacted with the avatar and played the games.  

A Microsoft X-Box Kinect was used with the games Kinect Sports and Kinect Adventures. 

A number of paper print outs were used – Information sheet (Appendix 1), SAM 

Questionnaire (Appendix 2), Kinect health and safety guidelines (Appendix 3) and a consent 

form (Appendix 4). 

 

4.7: Procedure: 
The following procedure outlines how Part 1 of each session was run for the participants: 

1. On arrival each participant was asked to read an information sheet, health and safety 

sheet (Appendix 2) and sign a consent form. 

2. Participants read the instruction sheet telling them what to do (Appendix 1). 
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3. Part 1: Participants were asked to make their avatar make 8 different types of 

gestures: Open-Flowing-Large (OFL), Open-Flowing-Small (OFS), Open-Jerky-

Large (OJL), Open-Jerky-Small (OJS), Closed-Flowing-Large (CFL), Closed-

Flowing-Small (CFS), Closed-Jerky-Large (CJL), and Closed-Jerky-Small (CJS).  

4. After making each gesture for 80 seconds, this time period was decided as this was 

the average length of time of many of the party games in the Kinect Sports games 

package. After making each gesture participants were asked to complete a SAM 

questionnaire stating their current emotional state (Appendix 3). 

5. Part 2: Participants were briefed that they would play Space Pop twice. In one 

condition they would be asked to make large gestures as they play the game, in the 

other condition they would be asked to make small gestures as they played the game. 

6. After completing the game in each condition participants were asked to complete the 

SAM questionnaire (Appendix 3). 

7. Participants were debriefed and thanked for their time. 

 

4.8: Data analysis: 
Motion Capture Data Analysis:  

The motion capture data was analysed using Microsoft Excel in order to examine whether 

participants made the desired gestures when instructed to do so. The results of this data 

analysis are presented in Chapter 5. 

SAM scores Data Analysis: 

The data for part one of this study was analysed using SPSS and Microsoft Excel - Analyze 

it. The valence, arousal and dominance scores of the various gesture combinations were 
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analysed and compared, to determine whether making different gestures was associated with 

different emotional states in terms of responses on the SAM scale. The results of this data 

analysis will be presented in chapter 6 
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Chapter 5: Analysing the Motion Capture Data. 
 

In order to assess whether participants followed instruction and made the desired gestures 

when instructed to do so the motion capture suit data were analysed. Due to the limited 

availability of the motion capture suit only six participants wore the motion capture suit as 

they partook in the experiment. However, there was a problem with recording one of the 

participants and for this reason only data from 5 of the participants could be analysed for this 

study.  

The scope of the present study was on upper body movement of participants as they played 

the X-Box Kinect, however due to constraints on the amount of time for data analysis, all of 

the data for the upper body motion capture suit could not be analysed. Data from the upper 

right arm of the participants was chosen to be analysed, as this particular movement joint 

would reflect well the changes in the types of movement encouraged in the present study. 

Due to errors recording, data for movements of two of the participants was taken from the 

upper left arm and inverted (by multiplying all values by -1) to correspond with the data 

collected from the right arm movements. This was deemed to be sufficient as the movements 

that participants were asked to make were symmetric. 

This data was analysed by comparing the scores of the two versions of corresponding 

gestures to see if participants made the desired gesture. So for example, to ensure that 

participants made the correct size of an open flowing large gesture, the size of this gesture 

were compared to the size of the open flowing small gesture. To ensure that participants 

made the correct jerkiness of an in an open large gesture, the jerkiness scores for open jerky 

large gestures were compared to open jerkiness for open flowing large gestures. To ensure 

that participants made the correct openness of gesture in a flowing large gesture the scores for 
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openness were compared between an open flowing large gesture and a closed flowing large 

gesture 

 

5.1:  Motion Capture data analysis for Part 1: 
 The data collected was analysed in terms of the Openness of the gesture that the participants 

made, the Jerkiness of the gesture that the participants made, and the Size of the gesture that 

the participants made. In this section graphs will be presented for only one of the participants 

in order to better describe how the data was analysed. However the tables presented in this 

section will display the data from all of the participants for the reader to examine.  

The movement of the upper arm was analysed with respect to its rotation in the ZXY space 

indicated in figure 4. This is a reference system used by the motion capture data BVH format. 

 

Figure 4: Z,X and Y axes of movement that on which the motion capture data will be analysed 

Figures 5, 6 and 7 will illustrate the types of movement features that were analysed in order 

to assess whether the participant made the desired gestures when instructed to do so. 
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Figure 5: Examples of Right Arm Movement on the Y Axis, with the upper right arm joint coloured yellow. Used to 
calculate the openness of a gesture. Used to assess size and jerkiness of open movements 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 : Example of a right arm movement on the X axis, with the upper right arm joint coloured yellow. This is 
used to assess size and jerkiness of closed movements. The action on this axis is a backwards-forwards motion. 
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Figure 7: Examples of Right Arm Movement on the Z axis, with the upper right arm joint coloured yellow. Used to 
calculate gesture size and jerkiness. The action on this axis is an up down motion. 

 

5.1.1: Gesture Openness:  

The openness of the gesture was calculated by comparing the Average Y value of the rotation 

of the upper arm along the rotational Y axis. 

Openness =  sum of Y rotation values for gesture sequence 

  No. of frames in gesture sequence 

(1) Formula for calculating gesture Openness 

 

Where a gesture sequence is the total period for which the participants made that gesture. 

 As can be seen from figure 5, alterations in the Y value of the upper right arm joint influence 

the openness of the gesture. In our reference system open gestures have a negative Y value, 

whereas closed gestures have a positive Y value. Figure 8 shows a sequence of 1000 frames 

of movement for an open flowing large movement and a closed flowing large movement for 

participant 15. This gives an example of the differences in Y value scores between open and 

closed gestures. 
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Figure 8: Graph showing 1000 frames of movement for an open and closed gesture for participant 15. 

 

From this Figure 8 we can see that a trend for the closed flowing large gesture to have more 

positive values on the Y axis, and the open flowing large gesture tends to have more negative 

values on the Y axis. 

 In order to get a better understanding of the differences in movement figure 8, figure 9 will 

demonstrate the maximum and minimum scores identified in the graph in figure 8, and how 

these correspond with open and closed gestures. The following two screenshots (figure 9, 

figure 10) are of participant 15 as they made the most closed part of the gesture during the 

closed gesture sequence represented in figure 8 (Y axis rotational value = +48) (figure 9) and 

the most open part of the gesture during the open gesture sequence represented in the figure 8 

(Y axis rotational value = -42) (figure 10). 
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Figure 9: Example of value of - 48 on the right upper arm (highlighted in yellow) Y axis rotation. 

 

Figure 10 shows a positive value of +42 for the Y axis on the same joint. Here we can see 

that this makes the joint closed across the body. 

 

Figure 10: Example of value of +42 on the right upper arm (highlighted in yellow) Y axis rotation. 

The screenshots presented in figure 9 and 10 help to give an understanding of what numerical 

values constitute a closed and open gesture. These diagrams should be used as a rough frame 

of reference when interpreting the average Y values for each gesture. 
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Table 1 shows that for each of the closed gestures the Average Y value for movement on the 

upper right arm has a more positive value than the corresponding open gesture (e.g. Open 

jerky large = -13.2133, Closed Jerky Large= 18.20385 etc.). 

Participant Open gesture Openness Closed gesture Openness 
P15 Open Jerky Large 

(Ave Y Value) 
-13.2133 Closed Jerky Large 

(Ave Y Value) 
18.20385 

Open Flowing 
Large (Ave Y Value) 

-14.1565 Closed Flowing 
Large (Ave Y Value) 

29.114 

Open Jerky Small 
(Ave Y Value) 

-37.9689 Closed Jerky Small 
(Ave Y Value) 

15.30429 

Open Flowing 
Small (Ave Y Value) 

-3.95252 Closed Flowing 
Small (Ave Y Value) 

26.7462 

P19 Open Jerky Large 
(Ave Y Value) 

-35.7983 Closed Jerky Large 
(Ave Y Value) 

11.40951 

Open Flowing 
Large (Ave Y Value) 

-17.2604 Closed Flowing 
Large (Ave Y Value) 

-5.66829 

Open Jerky Small 
(Ave Y Value) 

-13.724 Closed Jerky Small 
(Ave Y Value) 

19.67378 

Open Flowing 
Small (Ave Y Value) 

-52.8558 Closed Flowing 
Small (Ave Y Value) 

16.42849 

P23 Open Jerky Large 
(Ave Y Value) 

-5.31354 Closed Jerky Large 
(Ave Y Value) 

17.1222 

Open Flowing 
Large (Ave Y Value) 

-22.0128 Closed Flowing 
Large (Ave Y Value) 

29.79217 

Open Jerky Small 
(Ave Y Value) 

-11.7324 Closed Jerky Small 
(Ave Y Value) 

57.12823 

Open Flowing 
Small (Ave Y Value) 

-5.54829 Closed Flowing 
Small (Ave Y Value) 

33.13781 

P24 Open Jerky Large 
(Ave Y Value) 

-9.60685 Closed Jerky Large 
(Ave Y Value) 

19.22972 

Open Flowing 
Large (Ave Y Value) 

-43.979 Closed Flowing 
Large (Ave Y Value) 

3.430598 

Open Jerky Small 
(Ave Y Value) 

-32.9983 Closed Jerky Small 
(Ave Y Value) 

21.96887 

Open Flowing 
Small (Ave Y Value) 

-38.9335 Closed Flowing 
Small (Ave Y Value) 

5.854325 

P26 Open Jerky Large 
(Ave Y Value) 

-0.78643 CJL (Ave Y Value) 1.494687 

Open Flowing 
Large (Ave Y Value) 

-50.2245 CFL (Ave Y Value) 8.271812 

Open Jerky Small 
(Ave Y Value) 

-47.56459229 CJS (Ave Y Value) -1.71922 

Open Flowing 
Small (Ave Y Value) 

-54.3725 CFS (Ave Y Value) 12.0579 

Table 1: Gesture Openness 

  

Table 1 demonstrates that participant’s made open and closed gestures when required to do 

so. Discrepancies that may exist in the table will be addressed at the end of the chapter. 
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5.1.2. Gesture Jerkiness:  

The Jerkiness of the movement was calculated by getting the third derivative of the position 

(Nzotungicimpaye, 1994). The jerkiness was assessed on the respective dominant axis of 

movement for each gesture. The formula for how jerkiness was calculated is given below 

Gesture Jerkiness =  

where 

is acceleration, 
is velocity, 
is position 

t is time 
(2) Gesture Jerkiness 

To assess the Jerkiness of the movement the best values to analyse are the maximum and 

minimum jerkiness values of a participants’ movement on the appropriate axis during a 

gesture sequence, as well as the average jerkiness on the appropriate axis. For open gestures 

the jerkiness was calculated from the Z axis as this was the axis on which the gesture was 

predominantly made on as the participants made up and down gestures. For closed gestures 

the jerkiness was calculated from the X axis as this was the axis on which these gestures were 

predominantly made as participants made backward and forwards gestures. Maximum, 

minimum were considered to be the most reliable values in assessing the jerkiness of the 

gestures, as they would not be liable to skewing from participants stopping to adjust loose 

straps etc. and for this reason these will be the first point of reference to assess whether 

participants made the desired jerkiness of a gesture. The average jerkiness was also calculated 

as a back up to the maximum and minimum values, as the maximum and minimum values 

may be liable to skewing from sensors slipping and dropped frames etc. By accounting for 

jerkiness using a number of different measures it was possible to get a more robust 

understanding of the gesture that the participant made.  
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Maximum and minimum were simply the smallest and largest jerkiness scores on the axis 

during a gesture sequence. Average was calculated using the equation below. 

 

Average Jerkiness = sum of values jerkiness values on axis for gesture sequence 

   Number of frames in gesture sequence 

(3) Formula for calculating average jerkiness 

 

Figure 11 shows the maximum and minimum jerkiness for all open movements on the Z axis 

that participant 15 made, this graph is useful to illustrate the size of the movement, and to 

clearly see that the participant made jerkier gestures when instructed to do so. Jerkiness 

graphs for the rest of the participants will be presented in the appendices (Appendix 5); to 

present them all here may be overwhelming for the reader. 

 

 

Figure 11: Jerkiness Scores for Open gestures for Participant 15. 
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Table 2 shows the maximum, minimum and average jerkiness scores for each gesture of the 

open gestures that the participants made.  

 

Participant Measures Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing 
Small 

P15 Max Jerkiness 9.254346 7.099738 9.412581 2.272831 

Min Jerkiness -8.939952 -7.073743 -7.912055 -2.359177 

Ave Jerkiness -4.2 -0.00014  5.68 0.000106 

P19 Max Jerkiness 44.87604 16.02553 21.17703 6.214924 

Min Jerkiness -46.5196 -22.0838 -24.6956 -5.2115 

Ave Jerkiness -2.9E-05 0.000788 -0.00017 -4.9E-05 

P23 Max Jerkiness 24.78908 14.97205 9.296057 8.107471 

Min Jerkiness -20.5162 -12.0904 -8.77605 -7.92579 

Ave Jerkiness -0.00011 6.74E-05 -0.00029 -8.2E-05 

P24 Max Jerkiness 27.9116 365.1725 13.33501 14.72807 

Min Jerkiness -30.3419 -369.173 -8.53218 -14.3846 

Ave Jerkiness -6.4E-05 0.000359 4.41E-05 7.4E-05 

P26 Max Jerkiness 22.54912 365.228 15.22686 16.34271 

Min Jerkiness -23.0381 -364.593 -19.5299 -11.8135 

Ave Jerkiness 1.42E-06 -2.3E-05 3.93076E-05 -3.5E-05 

Table 2: Maximum, Minimum and Average Jerkiness scores for Participants’ Open Gestures 

 

Figure 12  shows that the maximum and minimum jerkiness values are larger for open jerky gestures 

than open flowing gestures, suggesting that participants made the desired open flowing and 

open jerky gestures when instructed to do so. 
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Figure 12: Jerkiness Scores for Closed Gestures for Participant 15. 

Participant Measures Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing 
Small 

P15 Max Jerkiness 9.657357 5.469706 10.63554 3.66514 

Min Jerkiness -9.804482 -5.470108 -12.316418 -4.096271 

Ave Jerkiness -0.00024 2.18 -4.1 9.65 

P19 Max Jerkiness 138.4152 6.565339 25.08077 16.78078 

Min Jerkiness -116.036 -6.20105 -16.2432 -24.9422 

Ave Jerkiness 1.89E-05 2.92E-05 1.24E-05 -3.1E-05 

P23 Max Jerkiness 154.9344 50.81514 194.8746 6.378934 

Min Jerkiness -149.577 -43.2128 -196.882 -9.6799 

Ave Jerkiness 0.000185 -1.2E-05 -0.00011 1.33E-05 

P24 Max Jerkiness 24.8591 15.94608 22.0155 7.457571 

Min Jerkiness -27.1104 -27.8795 -13.6077 -6.56795 

Ave Jerkiness -5.3E-05 -4E-05 -1.9E-05 -7.8E-06 

P26 Max Jerkiness 22.54912  365.228 15.22686 16.34271 

Min Jerkiness -23.0381 -364.593 -19.5299 -11.8135 

Ave Jerkiness 1.42E-06 -2.3E-05 3.93076E-05 -3.5E-05 

Table 3: Maximum, Minimum and Average Jerkiness for Participants’ Closed gestures. 
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Table 3 shows the maximum, minimum and average jerkiness scores for each gesture of the 

closed gestures that the participants made. 

The results from these tables suggest that participants had  the desired level of jerkiness in 

their gesture when instructed to do so. Discrepancies that may exist in the data will be 

addressed at the end of the chapter. 

 

5.1.3: Gesture Size: 

 To measure the size of the gesture the range of the gesture on the appropriate axis was 

calculated along with the standard deviation of movement for that gesture. For open gestures 

the range and standard deviation was calculated from movement on the Z axis as this was the 

axis on which most of the movement occurred. For closed movements the range and standard 

deviation was calculated from movement on the X axis as this was the axis on which most of 

the movement occurred. Range and standard deviation was chosen as they would help to give 

a clear idea of the largest size and the usual movement size that the participant made as they 

made a certain gesture. The standard deviation of movement is the variation from the average 

point of that gesture that the participant made. As the range of movement was liable to be 

skewed due to sensors slipping the standard deviation of the movement was also calculated. 

By analysing both the range and the standard deviation of the movement a more robust 

understanding of the actual gesture may be obtained. The formulas for calculating these are 

displayed below. 

Range of movement = Max Value on Axis during a sequence of movement – Min 
Value on Axis During movement 

(4) Formula for range of movement 
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(5) Formula for standard deviation of movement 

 

Figure 13 shows a boxplot graph of the range and standard deviation of participant 15s’ 

movement on the Z axis as they made the open gestures. This is a good way of visualizing the 

size of the movement that the participant made. Only participant 15’s boxplots will be shown 

in the main body of this thesis as to present them all here with the accompanying tables may 

be overwhelming for the reader. The boxplots for the rest of the participants can be found in 

the appendices. (Appendix 5)  

 

Figure 13: Boxplots of Participant 15 Open Gesture movements on the Z axis 
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 Range and StdDev 
large gesture 

Values Range and StdDev 
small gesture 

Values 

P15 Range Open Flowing 
Large 

128.461 Range Open Flowing 
Small 

20.66729 

StdDev. Open Flowing 
Large 

39.25846 StdDev Open Flowing 
Small 

3.41805 

Range Open Jerky Large 122.5114 Range Open Jerky Small 49.47551 

StdDev. Open Jerky 
Large 

32.05495 StdDev OpenJerky Small 9.238124 

P19 Range Open Flow Large 81.00583 Range Open Flow Small 74.19809 

StdDev. Open Flowing 
Large 

23.1853 StdDev Open Flowing 
Small 

15.80118 

Range Open Jerky Large 125.7969 Range Open Jerky Small 86.51014 

StdDev. Open Jerky 
Large 

28.40317 StdDev Open Jerky 
Small 

16.94286 

P23 Range Open Flowing 
Large 

140.992 Range Open Flowing 
Small 

86.38324 

StdDev. Open Flowing 
Large 

40.82256 StdDev Open Flowing 
Small 

23.2905 

 Range Open Jerky Large 137.7684  Range Open Jerky Small 90.18634 

StdDev. Open Jerky 
Large 

41.12264 StdDev Open Jerky 
Small 

21.47467 

P24 Range Open Flowing 
Large 

208.3411 Range Open Flowing 
Small 

 71.84626 

StdDev. Open Flowing 
Large 

50.25419 StdDev Open Flowing 
Small 

19.51222 

Range Open Jerky Large 104.442 Range Open Jerky Small  55.83652 

StdDev. Open Jerky 
Large 

27.62763 StdDev Open Jerky 
Small 

13.48549 

P26 Range Open Flowing 
Large 

216.6097 Range Open Flowing 
Small 

83.45786 

StdDev. Open Flowing 
Large 

51.77572 StdDev Open Flowing 
Small 

18.75184 

Range Open Jerky Large 119.0902 Range Open Jerky Small 74.42021 

StdDev. Open Jerky 
Large 

28.71621 StdDev Open Jerky 
Small 

13.90423 

Table 4: Range and Standard Deviation Values for participants’ Open Gestures 
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Table 4 shows the range and standard deviation of the movements on the Z axis as the 

participants made open gestures.  

Figure 14 shows a boxplot of participant 15 range and standard deviation of movement on the 

X axis as they made closed gestures. This is a good way of visualising the movements that 

the participant made. Again only participant 15’s boxplots will be presented in the main body 

of the thesis, the boxplots of the other participants movements may be found in the 

appendices (Appendix 5) 

 

 

Figure 14: Boxplots of Participant 15 Closed Gesture Movement on the X axis 

 

Table 5 shows the range and standard deviation of the movements on the Z axis as the 

participants made closed gestures.  
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 Range and StdDev 
large gesture 

Values Range and StdDev 
small gesture 

Values 

P15 Range Closed Flowing 
Large 

122.6002 Range Closed Flowing 
Small 

41.54745 

StdDev. Closed Flowing 
Large 

29.57933 StdDev Closed Flowing 
Small 

7.028292 

Range Closed Jerky 
Large 

81.76488 Range Closed Jerky 
Small 

71.98028 

StdDev. Closed Jerky 
Large 

16.8574 StdDev ClosedJerky 
Small 

14.2074 

P19 Range Closed Flow 
Large 

93.95071 Range Closed Flow 
Small 

77.28898 

StdDev. Closed Flowing 
Large 

26.08807 StdDev Closed Flowing 
Small 

21.59634 

Range Closed Jerky 
Large 

140.7037 Range Closed Jerky 
Small 

82.6379 

StdDev. Closed Jerky 
Large 

26.57932 StdDev Closed Jerky 
Small 

12.60448 

P23 Range Closed Flowing 
Large 

113.1115 Range Closed Flowing 
Small 

22.95088 

StdDev. Closed Flowing 
Large 

86.82657 StdDev Closed Flowing 
Small 

18.48804 

 Range Closed Jerky 
Large 

80.83176  Range Closed Jerky 
Small 

83.49193 

StdDev. Closed Jerky 
Large 

16.98464 StdDev Closed Jerky 
Small 

16.36386 

P24 Range Closed Flowing 
Large 

83.20456 Range Closed Flowing 
Small 

75.04235 

StdDev. Closed Flowing 
Large 

19.4773 StdDev Closed Flowing 
Small 

20.52186 

Range Closed Jerky 
Large 

69.73908 Range Closed Jerky 
Small 

 66.10884 

StdDev. Closed Jerky 
Large 

14.62074 StdDev Closed Jerky 
Small 

12.15196 

P26 Range Closed Flowing 
Large 

111.5621  Range Closed Flowing 
Small 

109.1507 

StdDev. Closed Flowing 
Large 

26.43845 StdDev Closed Flowing 
Small 

25.0056 

Range Open Closed 
Large 

168.4856 Range Closed Jerky 
Small 

108.9871 

StdDev. Closed Jerky 
Large 

31.80556 StdDev Open Jerky 
Small 

16.69827 

Table 5: Range and Standard Deviation Values for participants’ Closed Gestures 
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By analysing the data in tables 4 and 5 it can be seen that the participants made the desired 

gesture size when instructed to do so. 

 

5.2: Motion Capture Data Analysis for Part 2: 
Part 2 of this study manipulated the size of the gesture that participants made as they played a 

game of Space Pop as part of the Kinect Adventures game suite. To assess whether 

participants made larger and smaller gestures when instructed to do so this was assessed for 

range and standard deviation of movement on the Z axis was assessed. 

The boxplot in figure 15 presented below shows the range and standard deviation of 

movement on the Z axis for participant 15 as they played Space Pop. 

 

Figure 15: Participant 15 - Boxplot of movements on the Z axis when playing Space Pop in the small and large 
condition 
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Figure 15 illustrates visually that participant 15 made large and small gestures as instructed as 

they played the game. The boxplots for the rest of the participants will be presented in the 

appendices (Appendix 5) however the numerical data stating all of the participants range and 

standard deviation of movement is presented in table 6 

 

Participant Measure Value Measure Value 

P15 Z Axis range 
Space Large 

117.965 Z Axis range 
Space Small 

91.56575 

Z Axis StdDev 
Space Large 

23.26585 Z Axis StdDev 
Space Small 

13.22685 

P19 Z Axis range 
Space Large 

103.3987 Z Axis range 
Space Small 

50.81893 

Z Axis StdDev 
Space Large 

19.07569 Z Axis StdDev 
Space Small 

6.882742 

P23 Z Axis range 
Space Large 

92.20081 Z Axis range 
Space Small 

99.97365 

Z Axis StdDev 
Space Large 

18.77464 Z Axis StdDev 
Space Small 

15.11406 

P24 Z Axis range 
Space Large 

134.5735 Z Axis range 
Space Small 

49.41329 

Z Axis StdDev 
Space Large 

33.54383 Z Axis StdDev 
Space Small 

7.52398 

P26 Z Axis range 
Space Large 

201.5623 Z Axis range 
Space Small 

64.51297 

Z Axis StdDev 
Space Large 

19.2612 Z Axis StdDev 
Space Small 

12.15479 

Table 6: Participant 15 - Range and Standard Deviation of movement on the Z axis as participants played Space Pop 
in the large and small condition 

By looking at comparing the graphs and tables for the range of movement that the participant 

made when playing games in the large and small condition it can be seen that the participant 

played the game with larger and small gestures when instructed to do so. 
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5.3: Discrepancies Identified from data collected: 
Participant 23: Openness -Closed jerky large-Open jerky large: From data presented in table 

1 it appears  closed jerky large was a more open gesture than open jerky large (closed jerky 

large Ave Y= - 31.4527, open jerky large Ave Y= -11.73254). On investigating the motion 

capture video, it is apparent that the participant made the correct gestures in these scenarios. 

Figure 16 is a still from the motion capture data with the participant making the closed jerky 

large gesture with the right arm Y value at -31.45 (average value for gesture) 

 

Figure 16: Still from participant 23 Closed Jerky Large gesture with the right upper arm (highlighted in yellow) Y 
axis rotational value set at -31.45 

 

Figure 17 shows a still from the motion capture data of participant 23 making the Open Jerky 

Large gesture with the right arm Y value set at -11.73 (average value for this gesture). 
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Figure 17: Still from participant 23 open jerky large gesture with the right upper arm (highlighted in yellow) Y axis 
rotational value set at -11.73 

 

From comparing figure 16 and figure 17 it is apparent that the participant was making the 

correct gesture, however there may have been a problem recording the data due to a sensor on 

the motion capture suit becoming loose and slipping. 

 

Participant 24: 

Jerkiness – Gestures: Open flowing large – Open jerky large: It appears that open flowing 

large was a jerkier gesture than open jerky large; however looking at the jerkiness values of 

the open flowing large gesture in figure 21 it is apparent that these are outliers for this gesture 

type. Figure 17 shows a boxplot of jerkiness values for participant 24’s movements for open 

flowing large gesture and open jerky large gesture. 
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Figure 18: Boxplot of Jerkiness values for Participant 24's Open flowing large and open jerky large gestures 

 

From the boxplot in figure 18 it is apparent that the open flowing large gesture jerkiness 

contains many outliers, this will have caused this data to become skewed. Analysing this 

boxplot it is apparent that all values above 150 and below -150 for the open flowing large 

gesture are considered outliers that may have resulted from sensors slipping. These values 

were removed and the jerkiness for this gesture was recalculated.  The results of this are 

presented in table 7. 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large 

Max Jerkiness 66.931043 83.44379 

Min Jerkiness -67.566767 -91.837653 

Ave Jerkiness 8.3024868 6.74715 

Table 7: Corrected Jerkiness scores for Participant 24 Open Flowing Large gesture with Open Jerky Large gesture 
data 
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While the maximum and minimum scores still are still larger for the flowing gesture the 

average for the jerky gesture is now greater than the flowing gesture average. The maximum 

and minimum values for the flowing gestures may still be skewed due to all potential outliers 

not being treated.  

Jerkiness – Gestures: Open Flowing Small – Open Jerky Small: The values for this gesture 

do not appear to be outliers.  In this instance the participant does not appear to have made the 

correct gesture in. 

 

Participant 26: 

Jerkiness: Open flowing large – Open jerky large: It appears that open flowing large was a 

jerkier gesture than open jerky large, however the data was cleaned in the same way as for 

participant 24. The recalculated score are presented in table 8. 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large 

Max Jerkiness 1.516616 28.61131 

Min Jerkiness 3.55271 -22.334 

Ave Jerkiness 0.005522561 0.002041 

Table 8: Corrected Jerkiness scores for Participant 26 Open flowing large gesture with Open jerky large gesture data 

 

While the maximum and minimum scores still are still larger for the flowing gesture the 

average for the jerky gesture is now greater than the flowing gesture average. The maximum 

and minimum values for the flowing gestures may still be skewed due to all potential outliers 

not being treated.  
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The instances outlined in the previous section are the only discrepancies in all of the motion 

capture data collected, and for all bar one of these discrepancies it has been shown that 

recording error may have led to these discrepant results. 

 

5.4: Summary of Motion Capture Data Analysis: 
These results in this section suggest that the participants made the desired gestures when 

instructed to do so. In some situations errors recording the movements made it seem that 

participants had not made the desired gestures, but after analysing and cleaning this data it 

was apparent the correct gestures when instructed to do so. This section has outlined how the 

data for the motion capture suit was analysed, and has presented justification for why this 

data was analysed in this way. This chapter may be used as a reference when looking at the 

motion capture data presented in the Appendices (Appendix 5), as presenting them in this 

section may be overwhelming for the reader.   
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Chapter 6: Results 
 

The previous chapter demonstrated that participants tended to make the gestures that they 

were instructed to do, this allows us to interpret their emotional responses to these gestures 

with confidence. This first part of this chapter will examine the participants’ self-reported 

emotional responses on the SAM scale to the various gestures for made during Part 1 of this 

study. The second part of this chapter will examine the participants’ self-reported emotional 

responses to playing the same game but with different gesture sizes during Part 2 of this 

study. The SAM scores were analysed by comparing the valence, arousal or dominance 

scores after the independent variable of interest had been manipulated. So for example, if to 

assess the effect that the size of a gesture may have on valence scores for an open flowing 

gesture, the valence scores of an open flowing large gesture and an open flowing small 

gesture were compared etc. 

For the sake of clarity in the following graphs and tables the gesture names and the emotional 

scales have been abbreviated. Table 9 presents a guide to what each letter in each of the 

following graphs and tables’ means: 

O Open V Valence 

C Closed A Arousal 

F Flowing D Dominance 

J Jerky 

L Large 

S Small 

Table 9: Legend for abbreviations in tables and graphs 
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6.1. Part 1: Exploring the Data: 
The SAM scores measuring the participants’ emotional response to each gesture type was 

plotted in a boxplot to get a better idea of trends that may be occurring in this data. Figure 19 

shows a boxplot graph representing the participants’ responses, in terms of emotional 

valence, to each of the gestures. 

 

Figure 19: Valence Scores for each Gesture Participants made. 

 

Hypothesis 1 suggests that open gestures will result in higher valence scores than 

corresponding closed gestures; a clear trend does not seem to be emerging from the boxplot 

graph. Hypothesis 3 suggests that the jerkiness of a gesture may influence the valence scores, 

however again the results are not clear on this. Further analysis of this data in a statistical to 

see what if any of the differences identified are significant. 
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An interesting trend that seems to be emerging in the data from figure 19, is that the valence 

scores for flowing large gestures seems to be greater than those for flowing small gestures 

(i.e. CFL>CFS, OFL>OFS). This is not something that had been expected from the 

hypothesis; however it may be worth investigating this trend further in the statistical analysis.  

Figure 20 shows a boxplot graph representing the participants’ response, in terms of 

emotional arousal, to each of the gestures. 

 

Figure 20: Arousal Scores for each Gesture Participants made. 

 

The data presented in figure 20 suggests that there is a tendency for jerkier gestures to result 

in higher emotional arousal scores than the corresponding flowing gesture (e.g.CJL>CFL, 

CJS>CFS, OJL>OFL, OJS>OFS). This trend in the boxplot graph supports hypothesis 4. 

Another trend emerging from this graph, is that large gestures tend to result in greater levels 
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of reported emotional arousal than corresponding small gestures (e.g. CFL>CFS, CJL>CJS, 

OFL>OFS, OJL>OJS). This trend supports hypothesis 5. Again, statistical analysis must be 

conducted on this data to examine whether these differences are significant. 

Figure 21 displays boxplot graphs for the dominance scores for each of the gestures that the 

participant made. 

 

Figure 21: Dominance scores for each of the gestures participants made 

Hypothesis 2 suggests that the openness of a gesture may influence the level of emotional 

dominance, with open gestures cultivating higher levels of dominance than closed gestures. 

This trend does not seem to be emerging from the boxplot graph in figure 21. Based on the 

hypotheses that have been proposed previously in Chapter 3, and based on readings of the 

boxplot graphs, the following section will present the findings of statistical analysis of this 

data. 
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6.2. Part 1: Statistical Analysis 
Trends seem to be emerging from the data presented in the boxplot graphs in figure 19, 20 

and 21. This data was analysed using statistical tests to get a better understanding of potential 

trends emerging and to test the hypotheses.  Firstly the data was assessed to examine whether 

it was normally distributed, the tests of normality are presented in table 10. 

Tests of Normality 

 Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk 

 Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 

CFLV .183 28 .017 .916 28 .028 

CFLA .181 28 .020 .943 28 .134 

CFLD .181 28 .019 .948 28 .179 

CFSV .153 28 .092 .933 28 .073 

CFSA .143 28 .150 .962 28 .391 

CFSD .188 28 .013 .941 28 .116 

CJLV .196 28 .007 .921 28 .036 

CJLA .220 28 .001 .922 28 .040 

CJLD .206 28 .004 .900 28 .011 

CJSV .193 28 .009 .915 28 .027 

CJSA .126 28 .200* .941 28 .118 

CJSD .136 28 .198 .952 28 .227 

OFLV .164 28 .052 .931 28 .065 

OFLA .189 28 .011 .945 28 .149 

OFLD .177 28 .025 .937 28 .091 

OFSV .174 28 .030 .922 28 .039 

OFSA .181 28 .019 .915 28 .026 

OFSD .212 28 .002 .909 28 .019 

OJLV .242 28 .000 .912 28 .022 

OJLA .218 28 .001 .912 28 .022 

OJLD .216 28 .002 .915 28 .026 

OJSV .175 28 .028 .916 28 .028 

OJSA .152 28 .097 .953 28 .236 

OJSD .240 28 .000 .910 28 .020 

Table 10: Tests of normality for Valence, Arousal and Dominance scores. 
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In order to assess whether the data is normally distributed we must examine the Shapiro-Wilk 

level of significance. In order for our data to be normally distributed Shapiro-Wilk 

significance score should be >.05. From the results in table 10 it is apparent that this data 

violates the assumption of normality as not all scores are >.05. For this reason non parametric 

test must be used to analyse the data. A one tailed Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test will be used 

for these tests.  

The following tables (11-18) show the results for the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test comparing 

the effects of openness of a gesture on scores of valence and dominance. These tests were 

carried out by comparing the valence and dominance scores for open and closed versions of 

the same gesture. For example the scores of valence for an open flowing large gesture and 

closed flowing large gesture were compared. These tests were conducted based on the 

hypotheses and the trends that were identified from the boxplot graph presented in figures 10, 

20, 21. 

Gesture Openness: 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon Statistic P(one-tail) 

Openness of 
movement 

Open 6.5000 1.52753 2.07 64.5 0.0191 

Closed 6.8929 1.37003 

Table 11: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Closed Flowing Large Valence > Open Flowing Large 
Valence 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon Statistic P(one-tail) 

Openness of 
movement 

Open 5.7143 1.27242 0.67 63.0 0.7485 

Closed 5.9286 1.35888 

Table 12: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Flowing Large Dominance > Closed Flowing 
Large Dominance 
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Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Openness of 
movement 

Open 6.000 1.51535 0.94 85.0 0.8259 

Closed 6.1429 1.50835 

Table 13: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Flowing Small Valence > Closed Flowing Small 
Valence 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Openness of 
movement 

Open 5.3571 1.33927 0.49 45.0 0.6875 

Closed 5.4286 1.45114 

Table 14: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Flowing Small Dominance > Closed Flowing 
Small Dominance 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Openness of 
movement 

Open 6.5357 1.34666 -0.08 93.0 0.5334 

Closed 6.5357 1.45251 

Table 15: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Jerky Large Valence > Closed Jerky Large 
Valence 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Openness of 
movement 

Open 5.8929 1.31485 0.92 66.5 0.8207 

Closed 6.0714 1.21499 

Table 16: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Flowing Large Dominance > Closed Jerky Large 
Dominance 
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Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Openness of 
movement 

Open 6.7143 1.51186 -0.32  0.3740 

Closed 6.6429 1.63785 

Table 17: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Jerky Small Valence > Closed Jerky Small 
Valence 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Openness of 
movement 

Open 5.5357 1.23175 1.92 115.0 0.0272 

Closed 5.8929 1.47421 

Table 18: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Closed Jerky Small Dominance > Open Jerky Small 
Dominance 

 

Table 19 gives a digest of the result Valence and Dominance scores that were found to be 

significantly different between Closed and Open gestures. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 19: Digest of Significant Valence and Dominance Scores comparing Open and Closed gestures   

Hypothesis 1 suggests that open gestures will lead to greater levels of emotional valence, 

hypothesis suggest that the more open gestures may lead to greater levels of emotional 

dominance. The results of the present study do not support these hypotheses, in fact the 

opposite was found to be true in some instances.  

Tables 20-27 show the results for the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test assessing the effects of 

jerkiness of movements on scores of valence and arousal. These tests were conducted by 

Openness Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one tail) 

CFLV>OFLV 64.5 .0191 

CJSD>OJSD 115 .0272 
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comparing the respective SAM scores for jerky and flowing versions of the same gestures. 

For example the valence scores for a closed flowing large movement were compared to the 

valence scores for closed jerky large movement.  The specific directions of these tests were 

based on hypotheses and readings from the boxplot graphs. 

 

Jerkiness of the movement: 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Jerkiness of 
movement 

Jerky 6.5357 1.45251 1.90 81.0 .0290 

Flowing 6.8929 1.37003 

Table 20: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Closed Flowing Large Valence > Closed Jerky Large Valence 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Jerkiness of 
movement 

Jerky 6.2500 1.50616 -1.83 39.0 0.0338 

Flowing 5.8929 1.59488 

Table 21: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test – Closed Jerky Large Arousal > Closed Flowing Large Arousal 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Jerkiness of 
movement 

Jerky 6.6429 1.63785 -2.22 18.0 .0133 

Flowing 6.1429 1.50835 

Table 22: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Closed Jerky Small Valence > Closed Flowing Small Valence 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Jerkiness of 
movement 

Jerky 5.9286 1.71979 -2.58 23.5 .0049 

Flowing 5.3214 1.78582 

Table 23: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Closed Flowing Small Arousal > Closed Jerky Small Arousal 
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Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Jerkiness of 
movement 

Jerky 6.5357 1.34666 -0.18 100.5 0.4298 

Flowing 6.5000 1.52753 

Table 24: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Jerky Large Valence > Open Flowing Large Valence 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Jerkiness of 
movement 

Jerky 6.1071 1.54744 -1.89 49.0 .0291 

Flowing 5.6071 1.89227 

Table 25: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Jerky Large Arousal > Open Flowing Large Arousal 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Jerkiness of 
movement 

Jerky 6.7143 1.51186 -3.22 5.0 .0007 

Flowing 6.000 1.51535 

Table 26: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Jerky Small Valence > Open Flowing Small Valence 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Jerkiness of 
movement 

Jerky 5.7857 1.79210 -2.64 32.0 .0042 

Flowing 5.1429 1.71517 

Table 27: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Jerky Small Arousal > Open Flowing Small Arousal 

 

Table 28 presents a digest of the tests presented above showing the Valence and Arousal 

scores that were found to be significantly different between corresponding Jerky and Flowing 

movement. 
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Jerkiness Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P (one tail) 

CFLV>CJLV 81.0 0.290 

CJLA>CFLA 39.0 0.0338 

CJSV>CFSV 18.0 0.133 

CJSA>CFSA 23.5 .0049 

OJLA>OFLA 49.0 .0291 

OJSV>OFSV 5.0 .0007 

OJSA>OFSA 32.0 .0042 

Table 28: Digest of Significant Valence and Arousal Scores comparing Jerky and flowing gestures 

 

The results presented in table 28 suggest that in all instances jerky gestures help to cultivate 

more emotional arousal in the participant. This is in line with Hypothesis 4 which states that 

the jerkiness of the gesture leads to an increase in an individuals’ emotional arousal.  

Hypothesis 3 suggests that jerkiness may also influence the reported emotional valence. 

However the results of the present study do not present a clear relationship between 

emotional valence and jerkiness. 

From the boxplots presented in figure 19 and 21 a trend emerging from the data was that 

flowing large gestures have greater levels of emotional valence and dominance than flowing 

small gestures. This phenomenon will be tested in the following tables along with hypothesis 

5 which suggested that larger gestures have greater levels of emotional arousal than smaller 

gestures. Tables 29 – 38 present the results of one tail Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test testing 

this hypothesis and the trend identified. These tests were conducted by comparing the 

respective SAM scores for large and small scores of the same gesture. For example the 

arousal scores for an open flowing large gesture were compared to the arousal scores for open 
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flowing small gesture. These tests were conducted based on the hypotheses and trends 

identified from the boxplot graphs. Tables 29-38 display the results of these tests. 

 

 Gesture Size: 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Gesture Size Large 6.8929 1.37003 3.70 136.0 .0001 

Small 6.1429 1.50835 

Table 29: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Closed Flowing Large Valence > Closed Flowing Small Valence 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Gesture Size Large 5.8929 1.59488 2.72 94.0 0.0033 

Small 5.3214 1.78582 

Table 30:  One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Closed Flowing Large Arousal > Closed Flowing Small Arousal 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Gesture Size Large 5.9286 1.35888 2.23 57.5 0.0129 

Small 5.4286 1.45114 

Table 31:  One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Closed Flowing Large Dominance > Closed Flowing Small 
Dominance 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Gesture Size Large 6.2500 1.50616 1.75 123.0 0.0397 

Small 5.9286 1.71979 

Table 32:  One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Closed Jerky Large Arousal > Closed Jerky Small Arousal 
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Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Gesture Size Large 6.0714 1.21499 0.74 48.0 0.2292 

Small 5.8929 1.47421 

Table 33: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Closed Jerky Large Dominance > Closed Jerky Small Dominance 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Gesture Size Large 6.5000 1.52753 2.58 81.0 0.0049 

Small 5.1429 1.71517 

Table 34: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Flowing Large Valence > Open Flowing Small Valence 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Gesture Size Large 5.6071 1.89227 2.23 109.0 0.0128 

Small 5.1429 1.71517 

Table 35: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Flowing Large Arousal > Open Flowing Small Arousal 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Gesture Size Large 5.7143 1.27242 1.68 69.0 0.0463 

Small 5.3571 1.33927 

Table 36: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Flowing Large Dominance > Open Flowing Small 
Dominance 

 

Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Gesture Size Large 6.1071 1.54774 1.50 118.5 0.0662 

Small 5.7857 1.79210 

Table 37: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Jerky Large Arousal > Open Jerky Small Arousal 
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Element of 
Movement 

Condition Mean S.D. Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one-tail) 

Gesture Size Large 5.8929 1.31485 1.56 108.5 0.0589 

Small 5.5357 1.23175 

Table 38: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Open Jerky Large Dominance > Open Jerky Small Dominance 

 

Table 39 gives a digest of the significantly different results found in the data analysed for the 

effect of gesture size on reported levels of emotional valence, arousal and dominance.  

Size Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one tail) 

CFLV>CFSV 136.0 .0001 

CFLA>CFSA 94.0 .0033 

CFLD>CFSD 57.5 .0129 

CJLA>CJSA 123.0 .0397 

OFLV>OFSV 81.0 .0049 

OFLA>OFSA 109.0 .0128 

OFLD>OFSD 69.0 .0463 

Table 39: Digest of significant different results for the effects of gesture size on scores of Valence, Arousal and 
Dominance 

 

Hypothesis 5 states that larger gestures may lead to greater levels of reported emotional 

arousal than smaller gestures, this has been found to be the case in 3 out of a possible 4 

instances in this study (CFLA>CFSA, CJLA>CJSA, OFLA>OFSA). When looking at the 

boxplot graph for scores of valence and dominance, it was noticed that flowing large gestures 

seem to have higher valence scores than flowing small gestures. While this was not one of the 

hypothesis it was decided that this should be investigated further, it was found that the 
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difference in reported valence and dominance scores between flowing large movements and 

flowing small movements was statistically significant. 

 

6.3 Part 2: Data Analysis 

6.3.1: Exploring the Data: 

Hypothesis 5 (Variations in the Size of a gesture will affect reported levels of emotional 

Arousal) was also tested in a game setting. During pilot studies participants had stated that 

they found Part 1of the study boring. Part 1 of the study was necessary to test various gesture 

types in a controlled setting; however boredom may affect their responses on the SAM scale. 

In order to test this hypothesis without the potential shortcoming of boredom effecting SAM 

responses, participants were asked to play Space Pop twice, varying the size of the gesture 

each time they played it. In one condition participants played the game making a large 

gesture, and in the other condition they played the game making a small gesture. Figure 22 

present a boxplot of the participants’ valence, arousal and dominance scores as they played 

this game in the large and small condition. 

Part 1 of this study identified that participants who made open flowing large gestures reported 

greater levels of emotional valence, arousal and dominance than open flowing small gestures. 

As the different between these two gestures is similar to the difference between the two 

gestures that participants use to play this game it was decided to test for differences in scores 

of valence and dominance also. 
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Figure 22: Participants' Valence, Arousal and Dominance scores as they played Space Pop in the Large and Small 
condition. 

Hypothesis 5 suggests that variations in the size of a gesture will result in greater levels of 

emotional arousal, looking at the boxplots in figure 22 this seems to be supported. In line 

with findings from Part 1 of this study it appears that when player made larger gestures when 

playing this game they reported greater levels of emotional valence and dominance also. This 

data was statistically analysed in order to investigate whether these differences were 

statistically significant. 

First the data was checked to see if it was normally. Table 40 shows the test of normality for 

this data. 
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 Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk 

 Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 

SLV .222 28 .001 .812 28 .000 

SLA .219 28 .001 .872 28 .003 

SLD .174 28 .029 .927 28 .051 

SSV .249 28 .000 .865 28 .002 

SSA .214 28 .002 .897 28 .010 

SSD .237 28 .000 .924 28 .044 
Table 40: Tests of Normality of scores of Valence, Arousal and Dominance when playing the Space Pop Game. 

 

As most of this data has a significance level of less than .05 it means that the data violates the 

assumption of normality. A non-parametric test must be used to analyse the data. A Wilcoxon 

signed rank test will be used for this. 

This data was tested by comparing the corresponding SAM scores in the large and small 

conditions. 

Tables 41 - 43 present the results of one tail Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test testing hypothesis 5 

and trend identified from the boxplots as participants played Space Pop.  

Condition Mean S.D Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one tail) 

Space Small 7.36 1.393 1.81 37.0 0.00351 

Space Large 7.61 1.343 

Table 41: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Space Large Valence > Space Small Valence 

 

Condition Mean S.D Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one tail) 

Space Small 7.00 1.587 1.65 43.0 .05 

Space Large 7.25 1.481 

Table 42: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Space Large Arousal > Space Small Arousal 
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Condition Mean S.D Z Wilcoxon 
Statistic 

P(one tail) 

Space Small 6.39 1.423 1.90 81.0 .0290 

Space Large 6.79 1.343 

Table 43: One tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test - Space Large Dominance > Space Small Dominance 

 

The results presented support hypothesis 5 that playing games in the larger condition will 

lead to greater levels of emotional arousal. An interesting result that was not predicted from 

the hypotheses is that playing in the larger condition also resulted in greater levels of reported 

emotional valence and dominance. This is in keeping with similar findings from part one of 

the study. 

 

6.4: Summary: 
The results suggest that open gestures do not cultivate greater levels of valence and 

dominance than closed gestures. Results from the present study suggest that jerky gestures 

cultivate more emotional arousal than corresponding flowing gestures. The tests assessing the 

impact that the size of a gesture may have on levels of valence, arousal and dominance 

suggest that when a large gesture is coupled with a flowing movement, it tends to cultivate 

higher levels of valence, arousal and dominance than corresponding small flowing gestures. 

The results from Part 2 of this study suggest that when participants make larger gestures as 

they play an embodied game they will report higher levels of emotional valence, arousal and 

dominance. 
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Chapter 7: Discussion: 
 

Findings from Part 1 of this study suggest that jerkier movements lead to a greater emotional 

arousal than flowing movements. Findings from both parts of this study suggest that larger 

flowing gestures in a game setting can lead to greater reported levels of emotional valence, 

arousal and dominance than smaller flowing gestures. The following sections will discuss the 

findings related to each of the hypotheses and how they relate to the research question. 

 

7.1: Gesture Openness: 
 

Hypothesis 1 and 2 stated: 

 Hypothesis 1: Variations in the openness of a gesture will affect the reported levels of 

emotional valence. 

Hypothesis 2: Variations in the openness of a gesture will affect reported levels of emotional 

dominance. 

Previous literature had suggested that open gestures may lead to higher reported levels of 

emotional valence and dominance than closed gestures. However the results of the present 

study do not seem to support these hypotheses. Very little difference was found between 

emotion rating scores for open and closed gestures with only two scores achieving 

significance (CFLV>OFLV, CJSD>OJSD), these findings seem to contradict previous 

literature as closed gestures seem to have cultivated higher levels of  valence and dominance 

than corresponding open gestures. These particular findings contradict the hypotheses 

proposed. A possible explanation for this may be the artificial lab setting in which the current 
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study took place; this setting may have caused participants to feel uncomfortable as they were 

in the presence of people they didn’t know (experimenters) and they were being recorded by 

video cameras as they made various gestures.  Encouraging participants to make open 

gestures in this environment may have caused them to feel uncomfortable as they may feel 

exposed when doing so and this may have effected their emotional state. 

 

7.2 Gesture Jerkiness: 
 Previous literature on the area suggests that the jerkiness of gesture would influence reported 

levels of emotional valence and arousal. 

Hypothesis 3 stated: Variations in the jerkiness of a gesture will affect reported levels of 

emotional valence. 

Previous literature had suggested a relationship between jerky gestures and emotional 

valence; however this literature was un-clear and mixed as to direction of this relationship. 

This seems to correspond with the findings from the present study, with the results for the 

relationship between emotional valence and the jerkiness of a gesture being unclear 

(CFLV>CJLV, CJSV>CFSV, OJSV>OFSV). These results see show that valence has been 

found to be higher for both jerky and flowing gestures. 

Hypothesis 4 stated: Variations in the jerkiness of a gesture will affect reported levels of 

emotional arousal. 

 The results of Part 1 of this study suggest that jerky movements cultivate greater levels of 

emotional arousal than flowing movements. It was found that jerky gestures received a 

significantly higher arousal rating than corresponding flowing gestures in all instances 

(CJLA>CFLA, CJSA>CFSA, OJLA>OFLA, OJSA>OFSA). This result is in line with 
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previous studies such as Anderson et al. (2002) which suggest a link between jerky gestures 

and emotional arousal, this finding helps us to further understand the findings from Isbister et 

al. (2011) who found that body movement in games leads to an increase in emotional arousal. 

The findings from the present study suggest that by encouraging jerky gestures when playing 

embodied games it will lead to greater levels of emotional arousal than flowing gestures. 

 

7.3: Gesture Size:  
Previous research suggests that larger gestures may tend to cultivate greater levels of 

emotional arousal than corresponding smaller gestures. 

Hypothesis 5 stated: Variations in the Size of a gesture will affect reported levels of 

emotional arousal. 

The data from this part of the study found greater arousal levels for larger gestures in three 

out of four possible instances : (CFLA>CFSA, CJLA>CJSA, OFLA>OFSA). 

While these results for gesture size seem somewhat inconclusive, when they are taken in 

conjunction with other trends spotted in the data for the effect of gesture size on affective 

state an interesting pattern starts to emerge. The data presented in the boxplot graphs (figures 

19, 20 and 21) suggested that large, flowing gestures seemed to elicit greater levels of 

valence, arousal and dominance than corresponding small flowing gestures. (CFLV>CFSV, 

CFLA>CFSA, CFLD>CFSD, OFLV>OFSV, OFLA>OFSA, OFLD>OFSD). After analysing 

these trends using a one tailed Wilcoxon Rank Sum test it was found that these differences 

were significant. Part 2 of the present study also tested hypothesis 5 and that when 

participants playing the game making larger gestures caused the participants to report greater 

levels of emotional valence, arousal and dominance. This is an interesting trend to emerge 
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from the data from Part 1 of this study and it is further strengthened by results from Part 2 of 

this study, where participants were encouraged to make gestures similar to open flowing large 

and open flowing small as they played a game. Part 2 found that when participants played the 

game in the large condition (making a gesture similar to open flowing large) they reported 

greater levels of valence, arousal and dominance than when they played the same game in the 

small condition (making a gesture similar to open flowing small). There is a possible 

explanation for this trend; it may be that larger gestures tend to help in cultivating higher 

scores of emotional valence; however when a large gesture is coupled with a jerkier gesture 

the jerkiness in the gesture may drag down the valence scores. Hypothesis 1 had suggested 

that jerkiness would affect levels of reported valence. Previous literature had presented mixed 

views on the direction that this effect would take, with some suggesting that jerky gestures 

will lead to an increased in valence and others suggesting that it would cause a decrease in 

valence. It may be possible that, the larger gestures tend to cultivate a greater level of 

emotional valence, however in the presence of jerkiness in the large gesture it may serve to 

drag down the valence scores. If this is true it would suggest that a hierarchical relationship 

exists between movements and affective states, i.e. when the gesture is jerky it serves to drag 

down the effect that the size of the gesture may have on valence. Therefore in the absence of 

jerkiness in a gesture the size of the gesture may play a greater role in determining the 

affective state. These results suggest that the size of the gesture may influence the emotional 

state on all core facets of emotion (Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance) when coupled with a 

flowing movement. 
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7.4: General Discussion: 
Bernhapt et al. (2007) suggest that emotion plays a major role in creating the gaming 

experience. The findings from the present study suggest that making various gesture types 

when playing embodied games may help to shape the players emotional experience. 

Previously Isbister et al. (2011) found that participants that moved their body while playing a 

game reported greater levels of emotional arousal than those that played the same game using 

a standard controller. The current study adds to this by suggesting that jerkier movements and 

larger movements may lead to an increase in emotional arousal. The findings present study 

also suggests that in certain in the absence of jerky movements the size of the gesture may 

help to shape the emotional state in terms of valence, arousal and dominance. 

While certain patterns and findings emerge from the data obtained in Part 1 of the 

experiment, these results are not very clear cut. Zangouei et al. (2010) offer a possible 

explanation to this. They suggest that it may be difficult to command users to have certain 

emotional experiences by having them move their bodies in certain ways. They suggest that 

one can “stage the scene” for experiences to happen through game design, however it’s the 

users’ decision whether or not they wish to play along with it. Part 1 of the present study may 

not have ‘staged the scene’ very well as participants did not play a game but instead they 

interacted with their onscreen avatar. While there may be shortcomings with staging the 

scene in this manner, it was considered necessary to carry out the experiment in this manner 

as it allowed for testing of the effects that a variety of different qualities of movement may 

have on an individuals’ affective state, by carrying Part 1 of this study out in this 

environment it was possible to test these variations in a controlled environment. To 

compensate for Part 1 not ‘staging the scene’ very well, and based on feedback from pilot 

studies which suggested that participants found Part 1 of the study boring – Part 2 of the 
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study was devised. This staged the scene in a better manner and allowed for the testing of 

hypothesis 5 in a more ecologically valid gaming environment. 

Part 1 of this study examined the effects that different gestures may have on an individual’s 

affective state as they engage in embodied interaction. Part 2 of this study applied this 

research to a gaming scenario The findings of the present study suggest that by encouraging 

different gesture types in games it may be possible to influence a player’s emotional state. 

This change in emotional state may be due to proprioceptive feedback influencing emotional 

state, as has been outlined in the literature review. This finding adds support to the theory of 

the idea of the Affective Loop (Sundstrom et al. 2005), when participants are consciously 

expressing an emotion to a system (in the case of this game - a large open gesture that may 

have a relationship with certain affective states) it may influence their emotional state, they 

may become involved with the experience and the emotional state and in this way they are 

pulled into the affective loop of this gesture.  

There are some methodological concerns that must be taken into account when interpreting 

the data presented in this study. An apparent shortcoming of the present study is in the design 

of the experiment for Part 1. The design of Part 1 of the experiment failed to isolate variables 

sufficiently so that it could be stated with more authority that a particular element of a certain 

gesture was influencing various facets of the participants’ emotional state. The reason that the 

variables could not be isolated sufficiently was due to the assessment of three variables 

(Openness, Jerkiness, and Size) in various combinations at the same time. It was decided to 

assess three qualities of movement such as this as this in order to enhance the ecological 

validity of this study. In embodied gaming settings participants would not make just one 

quality of movement for the duration of the game, all games would require participants to 

make various qualities of movement as they play. Isolating movements to just one type in this 
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study would have severely affected the ecological validity of the present study. However as 

these variables were not isolated sufficiently it is not possible to be certain which variables 

are causing the shift in emotional response, accordingly the results if the present study must 

be interpreted with care. 

The failure to isolate a variable sufficiently is in part due to the limited availability of the 

motion capture suit. Initially this study was intended to be a correlational study, with a 

greater number of participants wore a motion capture suit a correlational analysis could have 

been conducted between the numerical values of the Z, X and Y movements taken from the 

motion capture suit and the participants responses on scales measuring affective states. 

However due to time constraints on the availability of the motion capture suit this was not 

possible. The experimenter learned of the limited availability of the motion capture just 

before starting to data collection, and for this reason it was difficult to change the design of 

the experiment in such a short time frame. As it was not possible to change the design of the 

experiment, the respective gestures had to be treated as distinct categories (Large-Small, 

Flowing-Jerky, Open-Closed) as opposed to numerical values of the respective movements.  

The limited availability of the motion capture also means that not all groups of participants 

were treated in the same manner, with some groups playing when the motion capture suit was 

present and others when it wasn’t, because of this not all participants would have being 

partaking in the study in same type of environment. Those who wore the motion capture suit 

may have found it intrusive and uncomfortable, and this may have influenced their emotional 

responses. In order to be more sure that the gestures that participants were instructed to make 

are helping to cultivate the emotional state all of the participants should have worn the 

motion capture suit, this would allow for the findings to be more robust as it could be stated 

with confidence that all participants were assessed in the same manner and  made gestures 
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that they were instructed to make, it could then be said with more confidence that these 

gestures helped to cultivate a certain affective state. 

Interpretation of the data for Part 2 of the present study should be made in light of a potential 

shortcoming in this part of the study. Due to an oversight on the experimenters behalf all the 

scores that the participants got while they played the game were not marked. It is possible 

that these scores may have influenced their emotional state. However findings from Part 1 of 

the study show that valence, arousal and dominance scores were greater for open flowing 

large gestures than open flowing small gestures and participants had made these gestures in 

the absence of any game scores. The game chosen for Part 2 of the present study encouraged 

participants to make gestures similar to open flowing gestures, and they were asked to make 

small and large versions of this gesture in each respective condition. With this in mind, it 

would seem that findings from Part 2 of the present study confirm what had been already 

found in Part 1, where it had been found in the absence of game scores. Therefore it can be 

stated with a good level of confidence that the scores that the participants achieved did not 

influence their emotional state. 

Future studies that may wish to build on and further the findings from the present study may 

wish to look at conducting a correlational study, looking at how various qualities of 

movement, as measured by a motion capture suit, correlate with specific emotional state 

rankings. This work could possibly examine further the trend identified in the data from the 

present study that suggests the presence of a hierarchy in terms of the effects of gestures on 

emotional state. This future research may wish to look at a wider range of movement 

qualities, examining the impact they may have on a players’ emotional state. Also future 

studies may wish to conduct a more complete body movement analysis with more 
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participants wearing the motion capture data, this would allow for a greater understanding of 

the various facets of body movement that may contribute to various affective states. 

In order to make the findings of future studies more robust a controlled gaming environment 

should be developed. Efforts are underway at developing such an environment with Isbister 

and colleagues (2011) presenting a work in progress at CHI 2011 called Wriggle. A gaming 

environment such as this could remove the difficulty of ensuring that participants followed 

instruction and made the desired gestures when instructed, as the game could require them to 

make certain gestures in order to play. This would remove a perceived limitation of the 

present study, that participants had various movements imposed upon them, rather than 

moving of their own free will. Having movements imposed upon them may have affected 

their emotional state and responses to the gestures. The controlled gaming environment could 

also ensure that participants made each gesture in a controlled gaming environment, 

removing the possible confound that different game environments may have. 

Future studies may also wish to examine how the findings from this study may be applied to 

systems outside of the realm of embodied gaming, looking at how embodied gestures may be 

designed for interactions with other interactive systems. The findings from the present study 

have begun an exploration into the effects that different qualities of movement may have on 

the emotional facet of the user experience. Isbister (2011) states that we are now at a key 

point with embodied interaction computing, where standards have not yet become locked 

down for what constitutes the “correct” gesture for a desired action. By taking into account 

findings from studies such as the present one, gestures may be designed that give greater 

consideration to the users’ experience as they engage in embodied interactions with 

interactive systems. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
 

The present study has begun an exploration into how gestures may be designed to aid in 

cultivating particular gaming experiences for players of embodied games. The present study 

builds on the findings by Bianchi-Berthouze (in press) and Isbister et al. (2011) that found 

that consoles that encourage body movement can influence and individuals’ emotional 

engagement and emotional response to a game. The present study advances this by 

suggesting that different qualities of movements may have different effects on emotional 

states when engaged in embodied gaming. Jerky gestures tend to cultivate an increase in 

emotional arousal. In the absence of jerkiness in a gesture larger gestures tend to cultivate an 

increase in emotional valence, arousal and dominance. 

 As the area of embodied gaming is quite new much of the previous literature on the area had 

examined if movement in games influenced the gaming experience. The present study 

advances those that have preceded it by looking at how different types of movement may 

influence the players’ gaming experience by helping to influence a shift in their emotional 

state when playing embodied games. 
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Appendices: 

 

Appendix 1: Participant instruction sheet 

Whole Body Gaming Study. 

The aim of my study is to offer some guidelines to embodied gaming designers on how they may 
design these games to offer a fuller experience to the player. 

 

Part 1. 

For this part of the study you will be asked to control the avatar onscreen using your body. I want you 
to make the avatar to make the following gestures for 80 seconds. 

 

All of these gestures are to be made with only your arms only: 

Open – Wide angles at your elbow and shoulder joints (Making an up and down movement). 

Closed – Narrow angles at your elbow and shoulder joints (Making a backwards and forwards 
movement). 

Flowing – Gentle transitions between movements. 

Jerky – Quick transitions between movements. 

 

1. Open + Flowing (Large) 
2. Open + Flowing (Small) 
3. Open + Jerky (Large) 
4. Open + Jerky (Small) 
5. Closed + Flowing (Large) 
6. Closed + Flowing (Small) 
7. Closed + Jerky (Large) 
8. Closed + Jerky (Small) 

All gestures should have a steady beat. 

You will be asked to make the avatar make gestures for approximately 80 seconds each, you will be 
asked to pay attention to words presented during this time and will then be asked to rate these words.  
After controlling the avatar for the minute and a half you will be asked to complete some short 
questionnaires 
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Part 2: 

You will play Space Pop game on the level Blast off, this is part of the Kinect Adventures game suite. 
In one instance you will be asked to play this game making large gestures to control your onscreen 
avatar. In the other instance you will be asked to play this game making small gestures to control your 
onscreen avatar. 
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Appendix 2: SAM Questionnaire 

Information Sheet 

Gesture Number: __     

 

Gesture type: __ 

Post-Game Questions 

 

Question 1: Please select a figure from each of the three lines that best represents your current 
emotional state. 

Negative                                          Positive 

 

Unexcited               Excited 

 

Submissive                  Dominant 
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Appendix 3: Kinect Health and Safety 
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Appendix 4: Consent Form 

 Title of Project:    

Understanding the effects of gestures on the gaming experience 

This study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee [MSc/1011/009]:  

 

Participant’s Statement 

I  …………………………………………...................................... 

agree that I have 

 read the information sheet and/or the project has been explained to me orally; 

 had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study; 

 received satisfactory answers to all my questions or have been advised of an individual to 
contact for answers to pertinent questions about the research and my rights as a participant and whom 
to contact in the event of a research-related injury. 

 I understand that my participation will be videotaped/video recorded and I am aware of and 
consent to the analysis of the recordings. 

 I understand that I must not take part if I have a physical ailment. 

For the following, please circle “Yes” or “No” and initial each point. 

- I agree for the video recording to be used by the researchers in further research studies    

YES / NO  initial: _____________ 

- I agree for the video recording to be used by the researchers for teaching, conferences, 
presentations, publications, and/or thesis work        

YES / NO  initial: _____________ 

- I understand that I will have the opportunity to confirm these decisions after I have seen my 
video recording.   

YES / NO  initial: _____________ 

I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study without penalty if I so wish and I consent to the 
processing of my personal information for the purposes of this study only and that it will not be used 
for any other purpose. I understand that such information will be treated as strictly confidential and 
handled in accordance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998. 
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Appendix 5: Motion Capture Data for all Participants 

Motion Capture Scores: 

Participant 15: Gesture Openness: 

OJL (Ave Y Value) -13.2133 CJL (Ave Y Value) 18.20385 

OFL (Ave Y Value) -14.1565 CFL (Ave Y Value) 29.114 

OJS (Ave Y Value) -37.9689 CJS (Ave Y Value) 15.30429 

OFS (Ave Y Value) -3.95252 CFS (Ave Y Value) 26.7462 

 

Participant 19: Gesture Openness: 

OJL (Ave Y Value) -35.7983 CJL (Ave Y Value) 11.40951 

OFL (Ave Y Value) -17.2604 CFL (Ave Y Value) -5.66829 

OJS (Ave Y Value) -13.724 CJS (Ave Y Value) 19.67378 

OFS (Ave Y Value) -52.8558 CFS (Ave Y Value) 16.42849 

 

Participant 23: Gesture Openness: 

OJL (Ave Y Value) -5.31354 CJL (Ave Y Value) 17.1222 

OFL (Ave Y Value) -22.0128 CFL (Ave Y Value) 29.79217 

OJS (Ave Y Value) -11.7324 CJS (Ave Y Value) 57.12823 

OFS (Ave Y Value) -5.54829 CFS (Ave Y Value) 33.13781 

  

Participant 24: Gesture Openness: 

OJL  (Ave Y Value) -9.60685 CJL (Ave Y Value) 19.22972 

OFL (Ave Y Value) -43.979 CFL(Ave Y Value) 3.430598 

OJS (Ave Y Value) -32.9983 CJS (Ave Y Value) 21.96887 

OFS (Ave Y Value) -38.9335 CFS (Ave Y Value) 5.854325 

 

Participant 26: Gesture Openness: 

OJL (Ave Y Value) -0.78643 CJL (Ave Y Value) 1.494687 

OFL (Ave Y Value) -50.2245 CFL (Ave Y Value) 8.271812 

OJS ( Ave Y Value) -47.56459229 CJS (Ave Y Value) -1.71922 

OFS (Ave Y Value) -54.3725 CFS (Ave Y Value) 12.0579 
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Participant 15: Jerkiness scores for Open Gesture 

 

 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing Small 

Max Jerkiness 9.254346 7.099738 9.412581 2.272831 

Min Jerkiness -8.93995 -7.07374 -7.91206 -2.35918 

Ave Jerkiness -4.2E-05 -0.00014 5.68E-05 0.000106 
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Participant 15: Jerkiness scores for Closed Gestures. 

 

 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing Small 

Max Jerkiness 9.657357 5.469706 10.63554 3.66514 

Min Jerkiness -9.80448 -5.47011 -12.3164 -4.09627 

Ave Jerkiness -0.00024 2.18E-05 -4.1E-05 9.65E-05 
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Participant 19: Jerkiness scores for Open Gesture 

 

 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing Small 

Max Jerkiness 44.87604 16.02553 

 

21.17703 

 

6.214924 

 

Min Jerkiness -46.5196 -22.0838 

 

-24.6956 

 

-5.2115 

Ave Jerkiness -2.9E-05 0.000788 

 

-0.00017 

 

-4.9E-05 
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Participant 19: Jerkiness for Closed Gestures 

 

 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing Small 

Max Jerkiness 138.4152 

 

6.565339 

 

25.08077 

 

16.78078 

 

Min Jerkiness -116.036 

 

 

-6.20105 

 

 

-16.2432 

 

 

-24.9422 

 

Ave Jerkiness 1.89E-05 

 

2.92E-05 

 

1.24E-05 

 

-3.1E-05 
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Participant 23: Jerkiness for Open Gestures 

 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing Small 

Max Jerkiness  24.78908 

 

14.97205 9.296057 

 

8.107471 

Min Jerkiness -20.5162 

 

-12.0904 

 

-8.77605 

 

-7.92579 

 

Ave Jerkiness -0.00011 

 

6.74E-05 

 

-0.00029 

 

-8.2E-05 
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Participant 23: Jerkiness for Closed Gestures 

 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing Small 

Max Jerkiness 154.9344 50.81514 194.8746 6.378934 

Min Jerkiness -149.577 -43.2128 -196.882 -9.6799 

Ave Jerkiness 0.000185 -1.2E-05 -0.00011 1.33E-05 
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Participant 24: Jerkiness for Open Gestures 

 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing Small 

Max Jerkiness 27.9116 

 

365.1725 

 

13.33501 

 

14.72807 

 

Min Jerkiness -30.3419 

 

-369.173 

 

-8.53218 

 

-14.3846 

 

Ave Jerkiness -6.4E-05 

 

0.000359 

 

4.41E-05 

 

7.4E-05 
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Participant 24: Jerkiness for Closed Gestures 

 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing Small 

Max Jerkiness 24.8591 15.94608 22.0155 7.457571 

Min Jerkiness -27.1104 

 

-27.8795 -13.6077 

 

-6.56795 

Ave Jerkiness -5.3E-05 -4E-05 -1.9E-05 -7.8E-06 
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Participant 26: Jerkiness for Open Gestures: 

 

 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing Small 

Max Jerkiness 22.54912 365.228 15.22686 16.34271 

Min Jerkiness -23.0381 -364.593 -19.5299 -11.8135 

Ave Jerkiness 1.42E-06 -2.3E-05 3.93076E-05 -3.5E-05 
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 Participant 26: Jerkiness for Closed Gestures: 

 

 

 Jerky Large Flowing Large Jerky Small Flowing Small 

Max Jerkiness 540.2768 10.9524 22.08593 15.59756 

Min Jerkiness -541.373 -6.28446 -22.0296 -15.8291 

Ave Jerkiness -4.4E-05 1.28E-05 0.000404 -2.7E-05 
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Participant 15: Gesture Size and Standard Deviation Open Gestures: 

 

 

Z Axis Range OFL 128.461 

 

Z Axis Range OFS 20.66729 

 

Z Axis StdDev. OFL 39.25846 

 

Z Axis StdDev OFS 3.41805 
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Z Axis Range OJL 122.5114 

 

Z Axis Range OJS 49.47551 

 

Z Axis StdDev. OJL 32.05495 

 

 

Z Axis StdDev OJS 9.238124 
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Participant 15: Gesture Size and Standard Deviation Closed Gestures: 

 

 

X Axis Range CFL 122.6002 

 

X Axis Range CFS 41.54745 

 

X Axis StdDev. CFL 29.57933 

 

X Axis StdDev CFS 7.028292 
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X Axis Range CJL 81.76488 

 

X Axis Range CJS 71.98028 

 

X Axis StdDev. CJL 16.8574 

 

X Axis StdDev CJS 14.2074 
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Participant 19: Gesture Range and Standard Deviation Closed Gestures 

 

 

 

 

X Axis Range CFL 93.95071 

 

X Axis Range CFS 77.28898 

 

X Axis StdDev. CFL 26.08807 

 

X Axis StdDev CFS 21.59634 
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X Axis Range CJL 140.7037 

 

X Axis Range CJS 82.6379 

 

X Axis StdDev. CJL 26.57932 

 

X Axis StdDev CJS 12.60448 
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Participant 19: Gesture Range and Standard Deviation Open Gestures 

 

 

 

Z Axis Range OFL 81.00583 

 

Z Axis Range OFS 74.19809 

 

Z Axis StdDev. OFL 23.1853 

 

Z Axis StdDev OFS 15.80118 
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Z Axis Range OJL 125.7969 

 

 

Z Axis Range OJS 86.51014 

 

Z Axis StdDev. OJL 28.40317 

 

Z Axis StdDev OJS 16.94286 
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Participant 23: Gesture Range and Standard Deviation Closed Gestures: 

 

 

X Axis Range CFL 113.1115 

 

X Axis Range CFS 22.95088 

 

X Axis StdDev. CFL 86.82657 

 

X Axis StdDev CFS 18.48804 
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X Axis Range CJL 80.83176 

 

X Axis Range CJS 83.49193 

 

X Axis StdDev. CJL 16.98464 

 

X Axis StdDev CJS 16.36386 
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Participant 19: Gesture Range and Standard Deviation Open Gestures 

 

 

 

 

Z Axis Range OFL 140.992 

 

Z Axis Range OFS 86.38324 

 

Z Axis StdDev. OFL 40.82256 

 

Z Axis StdDev OFS 23.2905 
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Z Axis Range OJL 137.7684 

 

Z Axis Range OJS 90.18634 

 

Z Axis StdDev. OJL 41.12264 

 

Z Axis StdDev OJS 21.47467 
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Participant 24: Gesture Rang and Standard Deviation Closed Gestures: 

 

 

 

X Axis Range CFL 83.20456 

 

X Axis Range CFS 75.04235 

 

X Axis StdDev. CFL 19.4773 

 

X Axis StdDev CFS 20.52186 
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X Axis Range CJL 69.73908 

 

X Axis Range CJS  66.10884 

 

X Axis StdDev. CJL 14.62074 

 

X Axis StdDev CJS 12.15196 
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Participant 24: Gesture Range and Standard Deviation Open Gestures 

 

 

 

Z Axis Range OFL 208.3411 

 

Z Axis Range OFS  71.84626 

 

Z Axis StdDev. OFL 50.25419 

 

Z Axis StdDev OFS 19.51222 
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Z Axis Range OJL 104.442 

 

Z Axis Range OJS  55.83652 

 

Z Axis StdDev. OJL 27.62763 

 

Z Axis StdDev OJS 13.48549 
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Participant 26: Gesture Range and Standard Deviation Closed Gestures 

 

 

 

 

X Axis Range CFL 111.5621 X Axis Range CFS 109.1507 

 

X Axis StdDev. CFL 26.43845 X Axis StdDev CFS 25.0056 
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X Axis Range CJL 168.4856 

 

X Axis Range CJS 108.9871 

 

X Axis StdDev. CJL 31.80556 

 

X Axis StdDev CJS 16.69827 
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Participant 26: Gesture Range and Standard Deviation Open Gestures 

 

 

Z Axis Range OFL 216.6097 

 

Z Axis Range OFS 83.45786 

 

Z Axis StdDev. OFL 51.77572 

 

Z Axis StdDev OFS 18.75184 
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Z Axis Range OJL 119.0902 

 

Z Axis Range OJS 74.42021 

 

Z Axis StdDev. OJL 28.71621 

 

Z Axis StdDev OJS 13.90423 
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Part 2: Space Pop: Gesture Size and Standard Deviation 

Participant 15 

 

P15 Z Axis range 
Space Large 

117.965 Z Axis range 
Space Small 

91.56575 

Z Axis StdDev 
Space Large 

23.26585 Z Axis StdDev 
Space Small 

13.22685 
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Participant 19 

 

P19 Z Axis range 
Space Large 

103.3987 Z Axis range 
Space Small 

50.81893 

Z Axis StdDev 
Space Large 

19.07569 Z Axis StdDev 
Space Small 

6.882742 
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Participant 23 

 

P23 Z Axis range 
Space Large 

92.20081 Z Axis range 
Space Small 

99.97365 

Z Axis StdDev 
Space Large 

18.77464 Z Axis StdDev 
Space Small 

15.11406 
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Participant 24 

 

P24 Z Axis range 
Space Large 

134.5735 Z Axis range 
Space Small 

49.41329 

Z Axis StdDev 
Space Large 

33.54383 Z Axis StdDev 
Space Small 

7.52398 
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Participant 26 

 

P26 Z Axis range 
Space Large 

201.5623 Z Axis range 
Space Small 

64.51297 

Z Axis StdDev 
Space Large 

19.2612 Z Axis StdDev 
Space Small 

12.15479 

 

 


